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ON THE RATIONAL MOTIVIC HOMOTOPY CATEGORY
by Frédéric Déglise, Jean Fasel, Fangzhou Jin
& Adeel A. Khan

Abstract. — We study the structure of the rational motivic stable homotopy category over
general base schemes. Our first class of results concerns the six operations: we prove absolute
purity, stability of constructible objects, and Grothendieck–Verdier duality for SHQ . Next, we
prove that SHQ is canonically SL-oriented; we compare SHQ with the category of rational
Milnor–Witt motives; and we relate the rational bivariant A1 -theory to Chow–Witt groups.
These results are derived from analogous statements for the minus part of SH[1/2].
Résumé (Sur la catégorie A1 -homotopique rationnelle). — Dans ce travail, nous étudions la
structure de la catégorie A1 -homotopique stable rationnelle sur une base arbitraire. Notre
première famille de résultats concerne les six opérations : nous prouvons la pureté absolue,
la stabilité des objets constructibles et la dualité de Grothendieck-Verdier pour cette catégorie.
Dans un deuxième temps, nous prouvons que la catégorie A1 -homotopique stable rationnelle est
canoniquement SL-orientée et la comparons à la catégorie des motifs rationnels de Milnor-Witt.
Cela permet de calculer les groupes d’A1 -homotopie stable bivariants en termes des groupes de
Chow-Witt supérieurs. Ces résultats s’obtiennent à partir d’énoncés analogues pour la partie
négative de la catégorie A1 -homotopique stable 2-localisée.
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1. Introduction
Summary of results. — Let S be a scheme and SH(S) the stable motivic homotopy
category. This paper is dedicated to the study of its rationalization SH(S)Q .
The first relevant observation, due to Morel, is that after inverting 2, SH(S) splits
into two parts:
SH(S)[1/2] ' SH(S)+ × SH(S)− .
In particular, one has a decomposition SH(S)Q ' SH(S)Q,+ × SH(S)Q,− . The plus
part is very well understood after the work of Cisinski–Déglise [CD19]:
Theorem A. — The motivic ∞-category(1) SHQ,+ satisfies the following properties:
(I) Orientation. It admits a canonical orientation. In particular, there are canonical
isomorphisms
ThX (v) ' 1X hni,
for every virtual vector bundle v of rank n over a scheme X. Here we write hni =
(n)[2n] (Tate twist by n and shift by 2n) for an integer n.
(II) Absolute purity. For any smoothable(2) morphism f : X → S of regular noetherian schemes, there is a canonical isomorphism

1X hdi ' f ! (1S )
in SH(X)Q,+ , where d = rk(TX/S ) is the relative virtual dimension of f .
(III) Finiteness. Over quasi-excellent schemes, each of the six operations preserves
constructible objects.
(IV) Duality. For every separated morphism of finite type f : X → S with S quasiexcellent and regular, f ! (1S ) is a dualizing object of SH(X)Q,+ .
(V) Comparison. There is a canonical equivalence of symmetric monoidal motivic
∞-categories
SHQ,+ ' HM Q-mod,
where HM Q is the rational motivic cohomology spectrum.
(1)This is a refinement of the notion of motivic triangulated category from [CD19]; see [Kha16,

Kha21].
(2)A morphism is called smoothable if it admits a global factorization through a closed immersion
and a smooth morphism.
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(VI) Bivariant theory. Let S be a regular noetherian scheme equipped with the
dimension function δ = − codimS . Then for every S-scheme X of finite type, there
are canonical isomorphisms


1
!
HA
' CHδ=n (X) ⊗Z Q
2n,n (X/S, Q)+ := 1X hni, f (1S ) SH(X)
Q,+

for every integer n, where f : X → S is the structural map and CHδ=n (X) is the
Chow group of algebraic cycles on X of δ-dimension n.(3)
Our goal in this paper is to demonstrate analogous properties for the minus part
SHQ,− (and hence for SHQ itself). In fact, we are able to prove these just after Z[1/2]linearization (i.e., for the minus part of the A1 -derived category):
Theorem B. — Consider the minus part of the A1 -derived category, i.e., the Z[1/2]linear motivic ∞-category
DA1 ,- = SH− ⊗Spt D(Z) ' (SH ⊗Spt D(Z))[1/2]− ,
where Spt is the ∞-category of spectra, D(Z) the derived ∞-category of Z-modules, and
the tensor product is in the sense of [Lur12, §4.8]. More generally, let DA1 ,- (−, Λ) :=
SH− ⊗Spt D(Λ) for any commutative ring Λ. Then DA1 ,- (−, Λ) satisfies the following
properties:
(I) Weak orientation. The motivic ∞-category DA1 ,- (−, Λ) admits a canonical
SL-orientation. In particular, there are canonical isomorphisms
f
ThX (v) ' TwX (det(v)),
f
for every virtual vector bundle v over a scheme X. Here det(v)
denotes the graded determinant, and for a graded line bundle (L, n), we write TwX (L, n) = ThX (L)hn − 1i.
(II) Absolute purity. For any smoothable morphism f : X → S of regular noetherian schemes, there is a canonical isomorphism
TwX (e
ω X/S ) ' f ! (1S )
in SH(X)− , where ω
e X/S is the graded determinant of the virtual tangent bundle TX/S
(see 7.10).
(III) Finiteness. Over quasi-excellent schemes, each of the six operations preserves
constructible objects.
(IV) Duality. Let S be a quasi-excellent regular scheme and KS ∈ SH(S)− a ⊗invertible object. Then for every separated morphism of finite type f : X → S, f ! (KS )
is a dualizing object of SH(X)− .
(V) Comparison. Assume Λ is a subring of Q with 2 ∈ Λ× . There is a canonical
equivalence of Λ-linear symmetric monoidal motivic ∞-categories
DA1 ,- (−, Λ) ' HW Λ-mod,
where HW Λ is the Λ-linear homotopical Witt spectrum.
(3)Note that the dimension convention here differs from the usual one for Chow groups (see
for example [Ful98]), as the integer δ may be negative. For more details about our convention, see
Definition 8.5 or [BD17, Ex. 3.1.6].
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(VI) Bivariant theory. Assume Λ is a subring of Q with 2 ∈ Λ× . Let S be a regular
noetherian scheme equipped with the dimension function δ = − codimS . For every
S-scheme X of finite type, there are canonical isomorphisms


1
!
g
HA
2n,n (X/S, Λ− ) := 1X hni, f (1S ) D 1 (X,Λ) ' CHδ=n (X) ⊗Z Λ
A ,-

gδ=n (X) is the
for every integer n, where f : X → S is the structural map and CH
Chow–Witt group of quadratic cycles on X of δ-dimension n.
In fact, the motivic ∞-category SH− also satisfies property (II), when formulated
correctly, as well as properties (III) and (IV).
Combining Theorems A and B, we get:
Corollary C. — The motivic ∞-category SHQ satisfies the following properties
(where (I)–(IV) are formulated exactly as in Theorem B):
(I) Weak orientation.
(II) Absolute purity.
(III) Finiteness.
(IV) Duality.
(V) Comparison. There is a canonical equivalence of Q-linear symmetric monoidal
motivic ∞-categories
SHQ ' HMW Q-mod,
where HMW Q is the rational Milnor–Witt motivic cohomology spectrum.
(VI) Bivariant theory. Let S be a regular noetherian scheme equipped with the
dimension function δ = − codimS . Then for every S-scheme X of finite type, there
are canonical isomorphisms


1
!
g
HA
2n,n (X/S, Q) := 1X hni, f (1S ) SH(X) ' CHδ=n (X) ⊗Z Q
Q

gδ=n (X) is the
for every integer n, where f : X → S is the structural map and CH
Chow–Witt group of quadratic cycles on X of δ-dimension n.
We now discuss each of the properties (I)–(VI) in turn.
(I) Weak orientation. — Orientations are the main point of difference we encounter
from the classical case of SHQ,+ . In fact, DA1 ,- and SHQ do not admit (GL-)orientations
in the sense of [CD19, Def. 2.4.38].
Before explaining the weaker notion of SL-orientation, we briefly recall the classical
notion. For any motivic ∞-category T , there is a canonical map of presheaves of
groupoids
Th = ThT : K −→ Pic(T ),
sending a virtual vector bundle v over a scheme S to the associated Thom object,
a ⊗-invertible object ThS (v) ∈ T (S). An orientation of T amounts to the data of,
for every virtual vector bundle v of rank n on a scheme X, a Thom isomorphism
ThX (v) ' hni,
J.É.P. — M., 2021, tome 8
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where hni = (n)[2n].(4) These isomorphisms are required to be functorial and compatible with exact triangles of perfect complexes. Note that this is the same data as
that of a factorization of Th through the rank map K → Z.
Now recall that an SL-structure on a vector bundle is a trivialization of its determinant, and let KSL denote the groupoid of SL-oriented virtual vector bundles. We define
an SL-orientation of T as a factorization of the composite
Th
KSL −→ K −−−→ Pic(T )
through the rank map K → Z, where the first arrow is the forgetful map.
In other words, we have Thom isomorphisms only for vector bundles equipped
with SL-structures (and the isomorphism depends on the SL-structure). This notion
is derived from the foundational work of Panin and Walter [PW19].
For any virtual vector bundle v of rank n, v − det(v) is a virtual vector bundle of
rank n − 1 with a canonical SL-orientation. Thus if T is SL-oriented, we get canonical
isomorphisms
Th(v) ' Tw(det(v)),
where we adopt the notation Tw(L) := ThX (L)hn − 1i for any graded line bundle
(L, n) ∈ Pic.
The fact that SHQ,+ is oriented (Theorem A(I)) is known by [CD19, 14.2.5 &
Th. 16.2.13]. Our result states that DA1 ,- and SHQ are canonically SL-oriented (see
Theorem 7.8 and Corollary 7.9). In particular, this means that every rational motivic
spectrum E admits a canonical SL-orientation. This is a motivic analogue of the
fact that any rational topological spectrum corresponds to an “ordinary cohomology
theory”, and in particular is complex-oriented (in the sense of Adams).
An important consequence concerns the fundamental class
ηf : ThX (TX/S ) −→ f ! (1S )
associated to any smoothable lci morphism f : X → S in SH− or SHQ (see [DJK21,
4.3.4]). Namely, this morphism simplifies to
ηf : TwX (e
ω X/Y ) −→ f ! (1S ),
where ω
e X/S is the graded determinant of the virtual tangent bundle TX/S (see 7.10
below). In particular, for a regular closed immersion i : Z → X, the fundamental class
determines a canonical element in twisted cohomology with support:
ηi ∈ HZ2c−2,c−1 (X, λi )Q = [X/X − Z, TwX (λi , c)]T (X)Q ,
where c is the codimension of i and λi the determinant of the normal bundle of i,
which defines an element (λi , c) ∈ Pic. In general, the above fundamental class lives
in twisted A1 -bivariant theory, or rather its rational or minus part, and satisfies the
classical properties of intersection theory, as explained in [DJK21] (compatibility with

n,

(4)Recall that the Tate sphere is defined as 1 (1) := Th (A1 )[−2]; for any non-negative integer
X
X
X
1X (n) := 1X (1)⊗n , and if n < 0, 1X (n) := 1X (−n)⊗(−1) .
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composition, transversal base change, excess intersection formula). Moreover, it induces the usual wrong-way functorialities (covariance of twisted cohomology with
respect to proper smoothable lci morphisms, contravariance of bivariant theories with
respect to smoothable lci morphisms).
(II)–(IV) Absolute purity, finiteness and duality. — These results are originally the
main motivations of this paper. Grothendieck’s absolute (cohomological) purity conjecture [Gro77, I 3.1.4] predicted that for a closed immersion i : Y → X between regular
noetherian schemes of pure codimension c, and n an integer invertible on X, there
is an isomorphism i! (Z/n) ' Z/n(−c)[−2c] in the derived category of torsion étale
sheaves on Y . Though several cases were proved in the ’60s (see [Gro77, I 5.1], [AGV73,
XVIII 3.2.5]), proving this property in the generality conjectured turned out to be a
highly non-trivial problem: it was not until the ’80s that a systematic approach for
the general setting emerged, where a significant step was made by Thomason [Tho84],
who proved the conjecture assuming that all prime divisors of n are sufficiently large,
using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for étale K-theory. The general case
was eventually solved by Gabber [Fuj02], based on Thomason’s method and the rigidity property for algebraic K-theory. Further developments using a refinement of de
Jong resolution of singularities, can be found in [ILO14, Exp. XVI].
Together with resolution of singularities, the absolute purity property lies at the
very heart of Grothendieck’s profound insight on the cohomological study of algebraic
varieties. It has played a crucial role in the following applications:
(1) The proof that the six functors on the derived category of torsion étale sheaves
preserve constructible objects.
(2) The proof of what is now called Grothendieck–Verdier local duality. Most notably, if S is a noetherian scheme equipped with a dimension function, there exists a
dualizing complex KS over S such that DS = Hom(−, KS ) is an auto-equivalence of
categories. The functor DS then transforms f∗ (resp. f ∗ ) into f! (resp. f ! ).
(3) The construction of Gysin morphisms and cycle classes, and the cohomological
study of intersection theory.
(4) The study of the coniveau spectral sequence.
The attempt to answer these questions has inspired a number of important works
based on new methods. Deligne managed to prove the first point unconditionally by
avoiding the use of resolution of singularities [Del77, Th. Finitude]. The second point
was known in dimension at most one in [Del77, Dualité 1.4], and proved by Gabber in
general [ILO14, XVII]; furthermore, it implies the existence of the (self-dual) perverse
t-structure over suitable base schemes, extending the fundamental work of [BBD82].
The third point already appeared in [AGV73, XVIII], and has since then been much
worked on in the literature (see [DJK21]). The last point has also been discussed by
a number of authors, such as [BO74] and [CTHK97].
With the growing development of the theory of triangulated mixed motives since the
’90s, absolute purity naturally finds its place in this framework. In fact, this property
J.É.P. — M., 2021, tome 8
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already appears implicitly in Beilinson’s axiomatization modeled on the étale setting.
Morel and Voevodsky’s motivic homotopy theory came later [MV99], together with
a formalism of six functors in a similar fashion [Ayo07], in which absolute purity can
be formulated for more general motivic categories, as highlighted in [CD16, A.2] and
[DJK21, 4.3]. Here are the first cases where absolute purity is known:
– For mixed motives with rational coefficients, it was first formulated and proved
by Cisinski–Déglise in [CD19, Th. 14.4.1].
– For modules over the algebraic K-theory spectrum, it is proved in [CD19,
Th. 13.6.3]. Note that this serves as an ingredient in the proof of the previous case.
– For étale motives, it is proved in [Ayo14] and [CD15].
These examples provide some evidence that such a property should hold in greater
generality, and should philosophically be an addition to the six functors formalism:
it was conjectured in [Dég18b] that absolute purity should also hold for the motivic
homotopy category SH itself.
From the case of rational motivic cohomology, it follows from [CD19, Th. 16.2.13]
that absolute purity also holds for SHQ,+ . In this note, we show that it holds for
SH− , and hence also for SHQ (Theorem 3.6). These properties are known under the
assumption (Resol) in [BD17, 2.4.1], but the difficulty is that the category SHQ is not
separated in the sense of [CD19, Def. 2.1.7]. The basis for our proof is the following
simple but powerful observation (see Lemma 2.2 and Example 2.3(1)):
Key Lemma. — For every scheme X, there is a canonical equivalence of symmetric
monoidal stable ∞-categories
SH(X)− ' SH(XQ )− ,
where XQ = X ×Spec Z Spec Q, which commutes with the six operations.
This boils down to the calculation that SH(Spec k)− = 0 for any field k of positive
characteristic. The same holds for DA1 ,- (−, Λ), for any commutative ring Λ, as well
as the ρ-inverted variants (see Example 2.3).
The Key Lemma reduces the question of absolute purity to the equicharacteristic case, which is well-known (we include a proof in Appendix C). We thus deduce
absolute purity for the rational, minus, and ρ-inverted parts of the motivic sphere
spectrum.
The finiteness and duality results (properties (III) and (IV)) are similarly deduced
using the Key Lemma from the equicharacteristic case, which is known by work of
Bondarko–Déglise [BD17] (see also [EK20a, §3.1]). See Propositions 3.3 and 3.4.
Finally, let us make the following remarks. First, if f : X → S is a smoothable
morphism of regular schemes, and ω
e X/S is the graded determinant of its relative
virtual tangent bundle, then by (II) and (IV), the object
KX = f ! (1S ) ' TwX (e
ω X/S )
is a dualizing object in SH(X)Q . Note the striking resemblance to Grothendieck–Serre
duality for coherent cohomology [Har66, Def. III.2, Prop. 7.2].
J.É.P. — M., 2021, tome 8
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(V) Comparison. — Let HM QS denote the rational motivic cohomology spectrum
over a scheme S. This can be defined either as the Beilinson motivic cohomology
spectrum [CD19, Def. 14.1.2] or equivalently as the inverse image along the structural
map S → Spec Z of the rationalization of Spitzweck’s integral motivic cohomology
spectrum (by [Spi18, Th. 7.14]). Modules over HM Q provide a good triangulated category of rational mixed motives, equivalent to Voevodsky’s construction at least over
excellent schemes [CD19, §16.1]. The comparison equivalence (Theorem A(V))
SH(S)Q,+ ' HM Q-mod(S)
was first observed by Morel over a field [Mor06] and generalized by Cisinski–Déglise
[CD19, §16.2] to general bases.
For SHQ,− , an analogous statement was proved by Ananyevskiy–Levine–Panin over
a field [ALP17, §4]. Our comparison generalizes this to arbitrary base schemes S
and to a Λ-linear statement for any commutative ring Λ. Over any base scheme S,
we define a motivic spectrum HW ΛS , the Λ-linear homotopical Witt spectrum (see
Definition 5.18). For S regular, HW ΛS is defined by the periodic Gm -spectrum
Λ
(WΛ
S , WS , . . .)

where WS is the Zariski sheaf associated to the Witt presheaf
S 7−→ W (SQ ) ⊗Z Λ
on the site of smooth S-schemes of finite type (see Definition 5.2 and Paragraph 5.8).
We then prove DA1 (S, Λ)− ' HW Λ-mod(S), hence in particular
SH(S)Q,− ' HW Q-mod(S)
over every scheme S (see Corollary 5.16 and Paragraph 5.19). Following [ALP17],
we can call the right-hand side the stable ∞-category of Witt motives over S. For S
regular, we deduce a computation of the minus part of the stable A1 -derived cohomology of S:
n−i
Hn,i
A1 (S, Λ)− = HomDA1 (S,Λ) (1S , 1S (i)[n])− ' HZar (SQ , W) ⊗Z Λ.

Finally we put the plus and minus parts together to get a model for SHQ . Extending the original definition of [BCD+ 20, Chap. 6], we define the rational Milnor–Witt
motivic cohomology spectrum over any scheme S by
HMW QS = HM QS ⊕ HW QS ,
where HM QS is the rational motivic cohomology ring spectrum over S (see Definition 6.1). We then deduce the comparison (Corollary 6.3)
SH(S)Q ' HQ
MW -mod(S).
Thus we may view the right-hand side as the stable ∞-category of Milnor–Witt motives over S. For S the spectrum of an infinite perfect field of characteristic unequal
to 2, this result was recently proved by Garkusha [Gar19].
J.É.P. — M., 2021, tome 8
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In particular, for a regular scheme S, we get the following computation of the
rational stable homotopy classes of endomorphisms of the sphere spectrum (see Corollary 6.2):


(n)
n−i
1S , 1S (i)[n] ⊗Z Q ' K2i−n
(S)Q ⊕ HZar
(SQ , W)Q .
This result generalizes [ALP17, Rem. 4.5]. In the case where S is the spectrum of a
field (more generally when S is a regular semi-local scheme over a field, see [BH21,
Th. 10.12]), this recovers Morel’s computation of the stable stems of A1 -homotopy
sheaves ([Mor12, Th. 6.40]).
We also apply these results to the dimensional homotopy t-structures of Bondarko–
Déglise [BD17] on SH− . If S is equipped with a dimension function δ, then we consider
the δ-homotopy t-structure on SH(S)− and SH(S)Q (Paragraph 4.1). The Key Lemma
allows us to generalize the positivity/negativity criterion (Theorem 3 of op. cit.) to
this setting (Proposition 4.2). Using this criterion we show that for a regular scheme S,
the monoidal unit of DA1 (S, Λ)− lies in the heart of the δ-homotopy t-structure, when
δ = − codimS (Corollary 5.14). (In contrast, this property does not hold for SHQ,+ .)
(VI) Bivariant theory. — In any motivic ∞-category T , the unit object represents
a bivariant theory by the formula


T
Hm,n
(X/S) := 1X (n)[m], f ! (1S ) T (X)
for f : X → S a separated morphism of finite type (see [Dég18a, Def. 1.2.2]). (Note
that for f = IdX , we recover the cohomology theory represented by the unit, with
opposite grading.) The last part of our main result is concerned with identifying these
groups explicitly when T is SH− or SHQ , and S is a regular base scheme equipped
with the dimension function δ = − codimS .
For SHQ,+ this was achieved by Bondarko–Déglise [BD17, Th. 2], using absolute
purity and the niveau spectral sequence. We follow the same ideas to get an analogous
computation for SH− and SHQ (see Theorem 8.7). Let us make this computation
explicit in the particular case X = S, a regular scheme. Then we get an isomorphism
of cohomology theories:


n
g
H2n,n
A1 (X, Q) = 1X , 1X hni Q ' CH (X) ⊗Z Q
where the right-hand side is the group of “rational equivalence classes of unramified
quadratic cycles” of codimension n in X, i.e., the Chow–Witt group (see [Fas08,
FS09]). More explicitly, this is the middle cohomology group of a complex of the
form:



L
L
L
κη , ωη Q −→
GW κx , ωx Q −→
W κs , ωs Q
KMW
1
η∈X (n−1)

x∈X (n)

s∈X (n+1)

where for x ∈ X, κx is the residue field and ωx the determinant of the cotangent
W
complex of the immersion of x in X, and KM
, GW , W are respectively the twisted
1
form of the first Milnor–Witt, Grothendieck–Witt, and Witt group of the given field
(see paragraph 8.6 for more details). Note that when 2 is invertible on S, this coincides with Theorem 4 of [FS09]. The above definition makes sense even without this
J.É.P. — M., 2021, tome 8
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assumption: the Key Lemma tells us that the Witt part vanishes over the characteristic 2 part of S! Note moreover that we give a formulation that also takes into account
the presence of twists.
Using this computation we rule out the existence of Bondarko’s Chow weight structure on SH(S)Q for a large class of schemes S (see Corollary 8.14). Moreover, the
computation is used in [DF20] to obtain the so-called Borel character over arbitrary
regular bases, which provides a rational isomorphism between hermitian K-theory and
Milnor–Witt motivic cohomology extending the Chern character.
Organization of the paper. — The paper is divided into 8 sections and contains
5 appendices.
The Key Lemma is proved in Section 2. In Section 3, we prove properties (II), (III),
and (IV) of Theorem B and Corollary C. Section 4 deals with dimensional homotopy
t-structures. We also obtain a useful description of the generators of SH− and SHQ
(Proposition 4.4). In Section 5, we give the construction of the homological Witt
spectrum and prove property (V) for SH− . Section 6 deals with the same property (V)
for SHQ . In Section 7, we reformulate Panin–Walter’s theory of SL-orientations in
terms of motivic categories, and explain its application to fundamental classes and
Gysin morphisms. We also prove property (I), i.e., that SHQ and SH− are SL-oriented.
In Section 8, we explain the computation of the δ-niveau spectral sequence (a slight
variation on the classical niveau spectral sequence using a dimension function δ as
introduced in [BD17]) with respect to rational A1 -bivariant theory (Definition 8.2),
thus proving property (VI).
In Appendix A, we review the property of continuity in the language of motivic
∞-categories. We use this property in Appendix B to extend the exceptional inverse
image operation f ! to essentially of finite presentation morphisms. In Appendix C we
give a detailed proof of the absolute purity theorem for schemes defined over a field.
(This result has already been noted in the literature, but without a detailed proof.)
In Appendix D, we prove absolute purity for hermitian K-theory, on the model of the
case of Quillen K-theory [CD19, Th. 13.6.3]. This result can be used to give another
proof of Corollary C(II) (at least for schemes over Z[1/2], see [DFJK19]) and we include
it for completeness. Finally in Appendix E, we prove the analogue of the Key Lemma
for the 2-localized higher Witt groups of Balmer. We note that this readily implies the
Gersten–Witt conjecture for arbitrary regular Z[1/2]-schemes, incidentally extending
a result of Jacobson (see Remark E.5).
Conventions. — All schemes are assumed quasi-compact and quasi-separated. Regular schemes are assumed noetherian. Separated morphisms are assumed to be of
finite type. We will say that a morphism f : X → S of schemes is pro-étale (resp. prosmooth) if X is the projective limit of a cofiltered system of étale (resp. smooth)
S-schemes with affine transition morphisms. Given a property P of morphisms
(e.g. étale, smooth, or separated), we will say that a morphism f : X → S of schemes
essentially satisfies P (or is essentially étale, smooth, or separated) if X can be
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written as a projective limit of S-schemes satisfying P with affine and étale transition
morphisms. See Appendix B for details.
We will freely use the language of motivic ∞-categories, although the reader can
mostly replace these with motivic triangulated categories [CD19]. We will be more
precisely concerned with the motivic stable homotopy category SH and the Λ-linear
A1 -derived category DA1 (−, Λ) for a commutative ring of coefficients Λ. Recall that,
if T is any of these motivic ∞-categories, the motivic ∞-category T [1/2] obtained
by inverting 2 (or when 2 ∈ Λ× ) admits following Morel a canonical orthogonal
decomposition:
T [1/2] = T+ × T−
where T+ (resp. T− ) is the (categorical) kernel of the projector e+ = (1 − ε)/2
(resp. e− = (1 + ε)/2) — here ε = −h−1i in Morel’s notation. We also note that T−
can be identified with T [1/2, η −1 ], where η is the algebraic Hopf map (see e.g. [ALP17,
Rem. 3.6]).
For a motivic ∞-category T and a scheme S, the full subcategory Tc (S) of constructible objects is the thick stable subcategory generated by objects of the form
f! f ! (1S )(n) for f smooth separated of finite type and n ∈ Z. For the examples of T
we consider, this will coincide with the subcategory of compact objects (see [CD19,
Prop. 1.4.11]).
Acknowledgments. — F. Déglise would like to thank Denis-Charles Cisinski whose influence via years of collaborations in motivic homotopy theory has been invaluable for
the results obtained in this work. F. Jin would like to thank Heng Xie for discussions
about the paper [Jac17]. A. Khan would like to thank Tom Bachmann, Marc Hoyois,
and Charanya Ravi for helpful discussions related to this paper. We would like to
thank the referee for carefully reading the paper and for the comments which helped
improving the quality of the paper.

2. The key lemma
2.1. — For a scheme X, denote by XQ = X ×Spec(Z) Spec(Q) the characteristic zero
fiber. We denote the inclusion by
ν = νX : XQ −→ X.
The following observation is the key lemma of this paper:
Lemma 2.2. — Let T be a continuous motivic ∞-category. Suppose that for every
field k of positive characteristic, T (k) = 0. Then for every scheme X, the functor
∗
νX
: T (X) −→ T (XQ )

is an equivalence.
Proof. — If we write X as a cofiltered limit of schemes Xα of finite type over Spec Z
∗
(with affine transition maps), then by continuity (Definition A.2) νX
will be the
∗
colimit of the functors νXα . Thus we may assume X is noetherian. By Lemma B.10,
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the co-unit ν ∗ ν∗ → Id is invertible since ν is a pro-open immersion. It remains to
show that the unit Id → ν∗ ν ∗ is also invertible. By Proposition B.20, it will suffice to
show that
i!x −→ i!x ν∗ ν ∗
is invertible for every point x ∈ X, where ix is the inclusion of the residue field at x
and where i!x is defined as in Paragraph B.13. By Propositions B.18 and B.19 we may
thus assume that X is the spectrum of a field k. If k is of characteristic 0, then ν is
an isomorphism so the claim is obvious. If k is of positive characteristic, then both
T (X) and T (XQ ) are zero by assumption, and the result follows.

Example 2.3. — The condition of Lemma 2.2 is satisfied for the following T :
(1) T = SH− , the minus part of the stable homotopy category. Indeed, recall that
for any field k there is a canonical isomorphism
HomSH(k) (1k , 1k ) ' GW(k),
see [Mor12, Cor. 1.25],(5) where GW(k) is the Grothendieck–Witt ring of k. The
decomposition SH[1/2] ' SH+ × SH− corresponds to the decomposition
GW(k)[1/2] ' Z[1/2] × W (k)[1/2],
where W (k) is the Witt ring (see [Mor12, Eq. (3.1)]). Thus there is a canonical isomorphism
HomSH(k)− (1k,− , 1k,− ) ' W (k)[1/2].
But if k is of positive characteristic and hence not formally real, then W (k)[1/2]
vanishes (see e.g. [EKM08, §31.A] or [Lam05, Chap. VIII, Lem. 3.4]). It follows that
1k,− ' 0 and hence E− = E ⊗ 1k,− ' 0 for every E ∈ SH(k).
(2) T = DA1 (−, Λ)− , where Λ is any commutative ring with 2 ∈ Λ× . We may argue
as in the first example, since the canonical map 1k → HA1 Zk induces an isomorphism
on zeroth homotopy sheaves. Indeed, since k is pro-smooth over its prime subfield,
this follows by base change from the case where k is perfect. In that case the claim is
[Mor12, Th. 6.37].
(3) T = SH(−)[1/ρ] or T = DA1 (−)[1/ρ], where ρ = −[−1] as in [Bac18, Cor. 19].
This follows from the fact that, when k is a field of positive characteristic, ρ is nilpotent
in SH(k) and DA1 (k), see the proof of [Bac18, Cor. 32].
Moreover, each of these examples is continuous (see Example A.4).
Remark 2.4
(1) Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2, we moreover have canonical identifications ν ∗ ' ν ! , where ν ! is defined as in Paragraph B.13 (see Example B.15). As this
functor is an equivalence, its right adjoint ν∗ is also a left adjoint. Thus the functor ν ! admits a left adjoint ν! (compare Warning B.17). Moreover, it immediately
(5)where the perfectness hypothesis is not necessary, see [BH21, Th. 10.12]
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follows that both of the functors ν ∗ ' ν ! and ν∗ ' ν! commute with the six operations. Similarly, symmetric monoidality of ν ∗ implies that ν∗ ' ν! is also symmetric
monoidal.(6)
∗
(2) Here is an alternative argument to show that the functor νX
in Lemma 2.2
1
is an equivalence for T = SH(−)[1/ρ] (respectively T = DA (−)[1/ρ]): by [Bac18,
Th. 35] there is a canonical equivalence SH(X)[1/ρ] ' SH(Xr ), where Xr is the site
associated to the real scheme of X, which is a topological space whose points are pairs
(x, σ) where x ∈ X is a point and σ is an ordering of the residue field of x ([Sch94,
0.4.1]); since no field of positive characteristic is orderable, the morphism νX induces
a homeomorphism (and therefore an equivalence of sites) (XQ )r ' Xr , which induces
an equivalence SH(X)[1/ρ] ' SH(XQ )[1/ρ].

3. Duality and absolute purity
In this section, we deduce from Lemma 2.2 several structural results for various
motivic categories, corresponding to properties (II)–(IV) from the introduction.
3.1. — Let T be one of the following motivic ∞-categories:
– T = SHQ ' DA1 (−, Q);
– T = SH− or T = DA1 (−, Λ)− , where Λ is any commutative ring of coefficients;
– T = SH[1/ρ] or T = DA1 [1/ρ], where ρ is as in Example 2.33.
Note that in the last two cases T satisfies the condition in Lemma 2.2. In the first case
we may use the equivalence SHQ ' SHQ,+ × SHQ,− to reduce to the plus and minus
parts respectively. By [CD19, Th. 16.2.13] the plus part is identified with Beilinson
motives SHQ,+ ' DMB,Q , for which the properties have already been established in
op. cit.
3.2. — The first application is the fact that the six functors preserve constructibility
and what is called Grothendieck–Verdier local duality, generalizing [BD17, Th. 2.4.9]:
Proposition 3.3 (Constructibility). — Let T be as in 3.1. Given a morphism of
schemes f : X → S, the subcategory of constructible objects is stable under the following operations:
– f ∗ , f! for f separated of finite type, ⊗S ;
– f∗ for f of finite type, f ! for f separated of finite type, HomS , assuming in
addition that X and S are quasi-excellent.
Proof. — If T satisfies the condition in Lemma 2.2, then by Remark 2.4 one reduces
to the case of characteristic zero schemes, for which the result follows from [BD17,
Th. 2.4.9]. For Beilinson motives the result is proved in [CD16, Th. 6.3.15] (modulo
the comparison of [CD19, Th. 16.1.2]).

(6)By [Lur18, Prop. 2.5.5.1] (resp. its dual), ν is lax symmetric monoidal (resp. ν is colax sym∗
!
metric monoidal). That is, ν∗ ' ν! is both lax and colax symmetric monoidal, hence it is strict
symmetric monoidal.
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Proposition 3.4 (Grothendieck–Verdier duality). — Let T be as in 3.1. Let S be a
regular quasi-excellent scheme and KS ∈ T (S) a ⊗-invertible object. Then for any
separated morphism f : X → S of finite type, the constructible object
KX = f ! (KS ) ∈ T (X)
is dualizing. That is, for any constructible object M ∈ T (X), the canonical map
(3.4.a)

M −→ DX (DX (M ))

is invertible, where DX is the contravariant endofunctor of T (X) given by
DX (M ) = Hom(M, KX ).
Proof. — If T satisfies the condition in Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that the
map (3.4.a) is an isomorphism after applying the equivalence ν ∗ : T (X) ' T (XQ ).
Since this equivalence commutes with the six operations (Remark 2.4), we are reduced
to the equicharacteristic case, which is proved in [BD17, Th. 2.4.9]. For Beilinson
motives, the result is proved in [Cis19, Th. 2.3.2].

3.5. — The most important consequence we obtain is the absolute purity property.
Let T be a motivic ∞-category. Recall that an absolute object E in T is a cartesian
section, i.e., the data of an object EX ∈ T (X) for every scheme X together with
natural isomorphisms f ∗ EY ' EX for every morphism f : X → Y (compatible up
to coherent homotopy). An absolute object E is said to satisfy absolute purity if for
any smoothable morphism f : X → Y between regular schemes with virtual tangent
bundle Tf , the map
EX ⊗ Th(Tf ) −→ f ! EY
induced by the fundamental class of f (see [DJK21, Def. 4.3.7]), is an isomorphism.
Theorem 3.6 (Absolute purity)
(1) If T satisfies the condition in Lemma 2.2, then any absolute object in T satisfies absolute purity.
(2) The minus part 1− and the rational part 1Q of the motivic sphere spectrum
satisfy absolute purity in SH.
(3) Given any commutative ring Λ with 2 ∈ Λ× , the minus part of the A1 -derived
Λ-linear ring spectrum Λ− satisfies absolute purity in DA1 (−, Λ).
Proof. — If T satisfies the condition in Lemma 2.2, then by Remark 2.4 we are
reduced to the characteristic zero case, where the result follows from Theorem C.1.
Consider the second claim. For the ring spectrum 1− , one applies the previous claim
with T = SH− . The case of the rational sphere spectrum 1Q ' 1Q,+ ⊕ 1Q,− follows from the case just treated and absolute purity for Beilinson motives ([CD19,
Th. 14.4.1]). The third claim follows from the first one with T = DA1 (S, Λ).
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4. The dimensional homotopy t-structure
We next turn to applications about the dimensional homotopy t-structure [BD17].
4.1. — Recall the following definitions:
(1) Let C be a compactly generated stable ∞-category which has small colimits.
For F a family of objects in C , there is a t-structure on C , called the t-structure
generated by F, where the subcategory of non-negative objects is the closure of F
under extensions, positive shifts and small coproducts ([BD17, Th. 1.2.6], [Ayo07,
Prop. 2.1.70]).
(2) Let T be a motivic ∞-category. If f : X → S is a morphism of finite type, we
denote M BM (X/S) = f! 1X ∈ T (S) the Borel-Moore motive. If E ∈ T (S), we denote
Ep,q (X/S) = [M BM (X/S)(q)[p], E]T (S)
the bivariant group.
(3) Let T be a motivic ∞-category and let S be a scheme equipped with a dimension function δ. The δ-homotopy (perverse) t-structure over S is the t-structure tδ
on T (S) generated by the family of elements of the form M BM (X/S)(n)[n + δ(X)]
for X a separated scheme of finite type over S and n ∈ Z [BD17, Def. 2.1.1].
(4) Let S be a scheme and let x : Spec κ(x) → S be a topological point of S.
An S-model of x is an affine regular S-scheme X = Spec A of finite type, where A is a
subring of κ(x) whose fraction field is κ(x), such that x coincides with the composition
Spec κ(x) → X → S. A morphism of S-models is an S-morphism of the underlying
schemes compatible with the structure of subring of κ(x). The category of S-models
of x is denoted M(x) [BD17, Def. 3.2.1]. If S is excellent, M(x) is non-empty.
(5) Let E be an object in T (S). For x a topological point of S and n, p ∈ Z, the
fiber δ-homology of E in degree p is defined as
b pδ (E)(x, n) =
H

lim
−→

E2δ(x)+p+n,δ(x)+n (X/S),

X∈M(x)op

see [BD17, Def. 3.2.3].(7)
Then we obtain the following generalization of [BD17, Th. 3.3.1]:
Proposition 4.2. — Let T be as in 3.1 and let S be an excellent noetherian scheme
equipped with a dimension function δ. Then for any object E ∈ T (S) the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) E is tδ -positive (resp. E is tδ -negative), that is, E ∈ T (S)tδ >1 (resp. E ∈
T (S)tδ 6−1 ).
(7)We remark that, according to the extension of the six functors formalism done in Appendix B,

we can write:
b δ (E)(x, n) = E2δ(x)+p+n,δ(x)+n (κ(x)/S) := HomT (x) (1x (δ(x) + n)[2δ(x) + p + n], ν ! E).
H
p
x
with νx : Spec(κ(x)) → S the canonical immersion (Example B.3). In particular, we could avoid the
use of S-models from [BD17].
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(2) For any topological point x of S and integers n ∈ Z and p 6 0 (resp. p > 0),
δ
b
Hp (E)(x, n) = 0.
Proof. — Suppose first that T satisfies the condition in Lemma 2.2, and let ν ∗ denote
the equivalence of loc. cit. Denote by δQ the dimension function over SQ induced by δ.
By [BD17, Prop. 2.1.6], the functor ν ∗ is tδ -exact, so we find that E is tδ -positive if
and only if ν ∗ E is tδQ -positive. On the other hand, by [BD17, Rem. 3.2.5] we know
b pδ (E)(x, n) = H
b pδQ (ν ∗ E)(x, n) if x is a point of SQ , and if x is not a point of SQ
that H
b pδ (E)(x, n) = 0 by the condition in Lemma 2.2. Therefore we are reduced
we have H
to prove the same statement for ν ∗ E ∈ T (SQ ), which follows from [BD17, Ex. 3.2.14
& Th. 3.3.1].
For Beilinson motives the result already follows from [BD17, Th. 3.3.1], since DMB,Q
is separated and therefore satisfies the condition (Resol) in [BD17, 2.4.1]. Hence we
get the claim also for T = SHQ .

We deduce the analogues of the properties that are consequences of [BD17,
Th. 3.3.1], as stated in [BD17, Cor. 3.3.5, 3.3.6, 3.3.7, 3.3.9, 3.3.10]. In particular, the
t-structure tδ is non-degenerate.
4.3. — Over the ring of integers in a number field, we also obtain the following
description of generators analogous to [BD17, Cor. 2.4.8]:
Proposition 4.4 (Generation). — Let T be as in 3.1, and let S be one of the following
schemes:
(1) S is the spectrum of a commutative ring which is either
– the localization of the ring of integers of a number field at a set of primes,
– or the ring of integers in a local field.
(2) S is a scheme such that −1 is a sum of squares in every residue field.
Then the stable ∞-category T (S) coincides with the localizing subcategory generated
by objects of the form f∗ 1X (n), where f : X → S is a projective morphism with X a
regular scheme and n ∈ Z.
Proof. — For Beilinson motives the result is proved in [CD19, Th. 15.2.3]. Thus if −1
is a sum of squares in every residue field of S, then by [CD19, Cor. 16.2.14] we have
SH(S, Q) ' DMB (S, Q), and the result follows.
Thus we assume S = Spec(R) is as in (1). If R has equal characteristic, the result
is already proved in [BD17, Cor. 2.4.8]. Otherwise, we have SQ = Spec K where K is
the fraction field of R. If T satisfies the condition in Lemma 2.2, we only need to
show that T (Spec K) is generated as a localizing subcategory by objects of the form
ν ∗ f∗ 1X (n) = ν ∗ M BM (X/S)(n), where f : X → S is a projective morphism with X
regular and n ∈ Z. By [BD17, Cor. 2.4.8] and noetherian induction, it suffices to show
that for any irreducible smooth projective K-scheme X, there exists a non-empty
subscheme U ⊆ X such that M BM (U/K) ∈ ν ∗ (T 0 ). By de Jong’s theory of alterations
(see [Sch00, 1.2.2]), there exists a projective generically finite surjection X 0 → X such
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that X 0 has a projective regular model over S. By the proof of [BD17, Cor. 2.4.8],
there exists a non-empty open subscheme U ⊆ X such that M BM (U/K) is a direct
summand of an element in ν ∗ (T 0 ), and the result follows.

Applying Proposition 4.4, we have the following analogue of [BD17, Th. 2.4.3]:
Proposition 4.5. — Let T be as in 3.1 and let S be as in Proposition 4.4. Then the
homotopy t-structure on T agrees with the t-structure generated by elements of the
form M BM (X/S)(n)[n + δ(X)] for X a regular scheme which is projective over S and
n ∈ Z.
Note that via Lemma 2.2, we have avoided using Proposition 4.5 in the proof of
Proposition 4.2, therefore removing the restriction on S.
4.6. — From Remark 2.4 it follows that the functor ν ∗ preserves the δ-effective subcategory ([BD17, Def. 2.2.1]). Consequently the analogues of Propositions 4.2 and 4.5
for the effective category also hold, by a similar argument.

5. The minus A1 -derived category and Witt motives
5.1. — We recall the classical definition of the Witt ring W (S) of an arbitrary
scheme S, following Knebusch [Kne77, I, §5]. Given a scheme S, a symmetric bundle (called “space” in loc. cit.) over S is the data (V, φ) of a vector bundle V over S
together with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form φ : V ⊗ V → A1S ; i.e., φ
is a morphism of vector bundles such that φ ◦ ε = φ, where ε is the isomorphism
exchanging factors, and the adjoint map φ0 : V → Hom(V, A1S ) is an isomorphism.
The notion of morphism of symmetric bundles is clear, and an isomorphism is called
an isometry.
Then W (S) is the monoid of isometry classes of symmetric bundles, modulo the
sub-monoid consisting of classes of metabolic symmetric bundles (see p. 133 and p. 145
in [Kne77]). Tensor product of symmetric bundles induces a product on the abelian
group W (S), which turns it into a commutative ring. It is clear from the definition
that W (S) is contravariantly functorial in S, with respect to arbitrary morphisms of
schemes, so that W defines a presheaf of commutative rings on the category of all
schemes.
Definition 5.2. — For any scheme S, we define the Witt sheaf WS on the site of
smooth S-schemes as the Zariski sheaf associated with the presheaf X →
7 W (X).
Λ
Given a subring Λ of Q, we set WS = WS ⊗Z Λ.
Remark 5.3. — According to the Gersten conjecture for the Witt ring (known in the
equicharacteristic case by [BGPW02]), it is well-known that for a regular scheme S
over a field, the Witt sheaf WS agrees with the unramified Witt sheaf, i.e., the sheaf
of unramified elements in the Witt ring of the fraction field (in other words, the 0-th
cohomology of the Gersten–Witt complex). In fact, according to Corollary E.4, we
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further obtain that for any regular scheme S, the Λ-linear Witt sheaf WΛ
S agrees with
×
the Λ-linear unramified Witt sheaf, as long as 2 ∈ Λ .
Remark 5.4. — Note that WS can also be described as the restriction to SmS of the
sheaf W associated with W on the big Zariski site of schemes of finite presentation
over S. In particular, for any morphism of schemes f : X → S one gets a morphism
of sheaves:
(5.4.a)

WS −→ f∗ (WX ),

or equivalently by adjunction:
(5.4.b)

f ∗ (WS ) −→ WX .

Remark 5.5. — The above definition will be meaningful for us only when S is regular.
As will be clear from the next results, this is explained by the failure of the Gersten–
Witt conjecture over singular schemes.
We will use the following basic lemma on Witt groups, for which we could not find
a reference in the literature.
Lemma 5.6. — Let X be the limit of a cofiltered system of schemes (Xi )i∈I with affine
transition maps. Then the canonical maps:
limi∈I W (Xi ) −→ W (X)
−→
are isomorphisms. Moreover, for any integer n > 0, the canonical maps
limi∈I H n (Xi , WXi ) −→ H n (X, WX )
−→
are isomorphisms.
Proof. — Recall that, under these assumptions, the category of vector bundles over X
is equivalent to the 2-colimit of the category of vector bundles over Xi ([Gro64, 8.5.3–
8.5.5]). This implies the same result for symmetric bundles, by definition of the latter
(Paragraph 5.1). Moreover, if V is a symmetric bundle over X, inverse image of a
symmetric bundle Vi over Xi for some i ∈ I, then it is metabolic if and only if Vj is
metabolic for some j > i. Thus the claim follows by definition of the Witt group. The
second claim then follows using the fact that the Zariski topology is coherent.

Theorem 5.7. — Let S be a regular scheme over a prime field k of characteristic
not 2. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) The Zariski sheaf WS is a Nisnevich sheaf and for any smooth S-scheme X,
the following comparison map is an isomorphism:
(5.7.a)

∗
∗
HZar
(X, WS ) ' HNis
(X, WS ).

Moreover, WS is strictly A1 -local.(8)
(8)meaning that its Nisnevich cohomology presheaves over Sm are A1 -homotopy invariant.
S
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(2) The algebraic Hopf map η : (Gm,S , 1) → S+ induces an isomorphism:
(5.7.b)

η∗ : (WS )−1 = Hom(Λ(Gm , 1), WS ) ' WS ,

where the internal Hom is taken in the effective A1 -derived category.
Proof. — Consider Assertion (1). When S is smooth over k, the claim follows from
[Pan10]. The case of an arbitrary regular scheme S can be obtained using Popescu’s
theorem (Theorem C.2), the preceding lemma, and the fact that the smooth Zariski
and Nisnevich toposes over S are coherent ([AGV73, Exp. VI, 2.3]). Alternatively, the
reader can check that the arguments of [Pan10] actually work under our more general
assumptions.
Then, the assertion (2) is a consequence of the localization exact sequence for
triangular Witt groups, given the isomorphism Λ(Gm,S , 1) ' Λ(Th(A1S ))[−1] in
(9)
Deff

A1 (S, Λ).
5.8. — Let us now consider a regular Q-scheme S and Λ ⊆ Q a subring such that
2 ∈ Λ× . Recall that Deff
A1 (S, Λ) can be seen as the full subcategory of the derived
∞-category of Λ-linear Nisnevich sheaves over SmS spanned by A1 -local complexes. In
particular, under the assumption of the previous theorem, the Witt sheaf WΛ
S defines
such a complex (concentrated in degree 0). Moreover, according to Theorem 5.7 (2),
it is an infinite loop space with respect to 1S (1)[1]. More precisely, there is an object
HWΛ
S ∈ DA1 (S, Λ) defined by the Gm -spectrum given by the collection
Λ
(WΛ
S , WS , . . .)

together with the isomorphisms (5.7.b). We call HWΛ
S the Λ-linear homotopical Witt
spectrum over S (see Corollary 5.14 for the justification of the adjective “homotopical”). By construction, this spectrum is η-periodic and satisfies:
n−i
HomDA1 (S,Λ) (ΛS (X), HWΛ
S (i)[n]) = HZar (X, WS ) ⊗Z Λ.

The right-hand side is also the (n − i)-th cohomology group of the Λ-linearized
Gersten–Witt complex. The commutative monoid structure on WΛ
S extends to a
,
in
such
a
way
that the above
commutative ring structure on the spectrum HWΛ
S
isomorphism is compatible with products.
Note that it follows from Theorem 5.7 (2) that HWΛ
S,+ = 0 or equivalently, that
Λ
1
HWΛ
'
HW
is
an
object
of
D
(S,
Λ)
.
−
A
S,−
S
The Key Lemma 2.2 allows us to define HWΛ
S in the mixed characteristic case:
Definition 5.9. — Let S be an arbitrary regular scheme and Λ ⊆ Q a subring such
that 2 ∈ Λ× . We define the Λ-linear homotopical Witt ring spectrum over S as

Λ
HWΛ
S := ν∗ HWSQ ,
where ν : SQ → S is the inclusion of the characteristic zero fiber as in Paragraph 2.1.
(9)We refer the interested reader to the arguments of [CF14, Lem. 3.8] for details.
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Remark 5.10. — While this definition may seem a bit artificial, the main point is
that it allows us to bypass a missing part of the theory of higher Witt groups, which
at the moment is not well-behaved over F2 -schemes (for example, the localization
exact sequence is not known for such schemes). Let us first mention that a recent
work, [CDH+ 20a, CDH+ 20b, CDH+ 20c], may correct the situation. Moreover, Proposition E.2 shows that one can extend the definition of HWΛ
S in Paragraph 5.8 to the
case of S a regular Z[1/2]-scheme (with Λ still a subring of Q such that 2 ∈ Λ× ).
In particular, in this latter case, the ring spectrum HWΛ
S represents the cohomology
of the Λ-linear Gersten–Witt complex (see Corollary E.4).
5.11. — Before moving to our main theorem, let us prove an intermediate lemma
(which will be strengthened in Remark 5.20). Let f : X → S be an arbitrary morphism
of regular schemes. Then there is a canonical morphism of ring spectra

Λ
Θf : f ∗ HWΛ
S −→ HWX
in DA1 (X, Λ), induced by applying ν∗ to the canonical map of Gm -spectra over XQ


Λ
Λ
Λ
∗
f ∗ WΛ
SQ , f WSQ , . . . −→ WXQ , WXQ , . . . ,
which in turn comes from the functoriality (5.4.b).
Lemma 5.12. — With notation as above, assume moreover that X is pro-smooth
over S. Then Θf is an isomorphism.
Proof. — By definition, we may assume that S is defined over Q. Since f is prosmooth, the functor f ∗ preserves A1 -locality of complexes of Λ-linear Nisnevich
sheaves (this follows using continuity, see Appendix A, from the smooth case). Thus
it suffices to note that the map (5.4.b) is an isomorphism of Nisnevich sheaves
over SmX .

Theorem 5.13. — Let S be a regular scheme and Λ ⊆ Q with 2 ∈ Λ× . Then the unit
map of the ring spectrum HWS induces an isomorphism of ring spectra
ΛS,− −→ HWΛ
S
in DA1 (S, Λ).
Proof. — Again using the Key Lemma 2.2, and the fact that ν∗ (ΛSQ ,− ) ' ΛS,−
(by monoidality, see Remark 2.4), we are reduced to the case where S is a regular
Q-scheme. By Zariski descent [CD19, 2.3.8] and Lemma 5.12, we may also assume
that S is affine. By Popescu’s desingularization theorem (Theorem C.2), any such S
is pro-smooth over Q, so by Lemma 5.12 we reduce to S = Spec Q. Then the result
follows from [Bac18, Prop. 41].
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Corollary 5.14. — Let S be a regular scheme and Λ ⊆ Q with 2 ∈ Λ× . Then we
have:
(1) There are canonical isomorphisms
n−m
HAn,m
(SQ , W) ⊗Z Λ
1 (S, Λ)− ' HZar

for any integers (n, m) ∈ Z2 , compatible with pullbacks and products.
(2) The ring spectrum ΛS,− ' HWΛ
S is in the heart of the δ-homotopy t-structure
on DA1 (S, Λ) for δ = − codimS (see Paragraph 4.1).
Λ
(3) The canonical map KWΛ
S → HWS induces an isomorphism

Λ
H0δ KWΛ
S −→ HWS
where KWΛ
S is the spectrum representing the Λ-linearized higher Witt groups.
Proof. — The first isomorphism is immediate from Theorem 5.13. To get the second
assertion, one uses the following computation given a point x ∈ S:
b δ (ΛS,− )(x, n) ' H n−p,n
H
(κ(x), Λ)− ' H −p (κ(x), W) ⊗Z Λ
1
p

A

Zar

which is obtained using absolute purity for 1− (Theorem 3.6), as in [BD17,
Ex. 3.2.8].(10) Then Proposition 4.2 gives the assertion. Finally, the last assertion can
be reduced to the case of (characteristic zero) fields. Then the δ-homotopy t-structure
is just Morel’s homotopy t-structure ([BD17, Ex. 2.3.5(2)]), and the computation
follows from [ALP17, Th. 1, Rem. 1].

Remark 5.15. — Note further that one obtains:

b 0δ (ΛS,− )(x, n) ' W κ(x) .
H
Λ
×
This isomorphism can be made canonical after tensoring with det Nx (X(x) ) .
Corollary 5.16. — Let S be a regular scheme and Λ ⊆ Q with 2 ∈ Λ× . The canonical
functor
DA1 (S, Λ)− −→ DA1 (S, Λ)
induces an equivalence of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories
DA1 (S, Λ)− ' HWΛ
S -mod
where the right hand-side is the ∞-category of modules over HWΛ
S , seen as a commutative algebra in the monoidal ∞-category DA1 (S, Λ).
Moreover, the δ-homotopy t-structure on DA1 (S, Λ)− (Paragraph 4.1) is nondegenerate and the unit lies in the heart (for δ = − codimS ).
Remark 5.17. — The objects of the category HWΛ
S -mod are called Witt motives
in [ALP17, §4]. One can obtain a somewhat more concrete description of this category along the lines of [ALP17]. Consider the symmetric monoidal Grothendieck
abelian category ShW (S) of modules over the sheaf WΛ
S in the category of Nisnevich
sheaves. Then define the Λ-linear ∞-category of Witt motives DMW (S, Λ) as the
(10)Note the isomorphism depends on a choice of a trivialization of the normal bundle of x in X

(x) .
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A1 -localization and P1 -stabilization of the derived ∞-category D ShW (S) . The proof
of the identification DMW (S, Λ) ' HWΛ
S -mod is analogous to the ones in [RØ08],
[CD15], [BF18], [EHK+ 20] and [EK20b], where the details are left to the reader.(11)
One can formally extend the preceding identification to any base.
Definition 5.18. — Let S be an arbitrary scheme. Let Λ ⊆ Q be a subring with
2 ∈ Λ× . We define the Λ-linear homotopical Witt spectrum HW ΛS ∈ DA1 (S, Λ) as
the inverse image p∗ (HW ΛZ ) along the projection p : S → Spec(Z).
5.19. — By construction, HW ΛS defines an absolute ring spectrum (in the sense of
Paragraph 3.5) as S varies. Note that Theorem 5.13 implies that the unit map of
HW ΛS induces a canonical isomorphism
HW ΛS ' ΛS,− ,
and that there is a canonical equivalence
DA1 (S, Λ)− ' HW ΛS -mod,
over every base S. In particular, whenever S is regular, we get by Theorem 5.13 the
canonical isomorphism
(5.19.a)

HW ΛS ' ΛS,− ' HWΛ
S,

thus recovering Definition 5.9.
Remark 5.20. — For S regular, the identification of Definitions 5.9 and 5.18 through
the isomorphism (5.19.a) means in particular that the motivic spectrum HW ΛS is
induced by a Gm -periodic and strictly A1 -local sheaf of abelian groups. One cannot
expect this to hold over singular schemes S, due to the failure of the Gersten–Witt
conjecture (see Remark 5.5). In particular, over a singular base S with dimension
function δ, it is no longer true that HW ΛS is concentrated in only one degree for the
δ-homotopy t-structure.

6. Rational stable homotopy and Milnor–Witt motives
Based on the initial definition of [BCD+ 20, Chap. 3 & 6] and the comparison result
of [Gar19, 4.2], we introduce the following definition:
Definition 6.1. — Let S be a scheme. One defines the Milnor–Witt rational motivic
cohomology spectrum over S, denoted HMW QS ∈ SH(S)Q , by the formula:
HMW QS = HM QS ⊕ HW QS ,
where HM QS is the Beilinson motivic cohomology spectrum (cf. [CD19, 14.1.2]) and
HW QS is the homotopical Witt spectrum over S (Definition 5.18). This is a motivic
ring spectrum, which forms an absolute ring spectrum as S varies.
(11)Hint: use the description of the spectrum associated with WΛ .
S
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Recall that SH(S)Q is canonically identified with DA1 (S, Q), as symmetric monoidal
∞-categories [CD19, 5.3.35]. An immediate corollary of Theorem 5.13 and [CD19,
14.2.14] is:
Corollary 6.2. — For any scheme S, the unit map of the ring spectrum HMW QS
induces an isomorphism of ring spectra in SH(S)Q

1S ⊗ Q ' HMW QS
compatible with base change. In particular, for any regular scheme S, one obtains
canonical isomorphisms compatible with pullbacks and products:
n−i
Hn,i
A1 (S, Q) := HomSH(S)Q (1S , 1S (i)[n]) ' K2i−n (S) ⊕ HZar (SQ , W) ⊗Z Q
(i)

for all (n, i) ∈ Z2 .
Note that this formula was conjectured by Morel (see discussion after Theorem 5.2.2
in [Mor04]). We can deduce formally the following extension of a result due to
Garkusha (see [Gar19]).
Corollary 6.3. — For any scheme S, there is a canonical equivalence of symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories:
SH(S)Q ' HMW QS -mod.
Moreover, the collection of these equivalences for various schemes S induces an equivalence of motivic ∞-categories:
SHQ ' HMW Q-mod,
which is compatible with the six operations.

7. SL-Orientations
Recall that Panin and Walter have defined several notions that weaken the classical
notion of orientation in motivic homotopy theory. We refer the reader to [Ana19]
or [DF20, Def. 2.1.3]. In this section, we adapt their definition of SL-orientation to
motivic categories, on the model of the usual notion of orientation (see [CD19, 2.4.38,
2.4.40]).
7.1. — We let T be a motivic ∞-category over a category of schemes S . Let S be
a scheme in S . Recall that the functor E 7→ ThS (E), sending a vector bundle E to
its Thom space in T (S), can be extended to a monoidal functor:
ThS : K(S) −→ Pic(T (S)),

v 7−→ ThS (v).

from the Picard groupoid Pic(T (S)) = Pic(T (S), ⊗) of virtual vector bundles over S
[Del87] to that of ⊗-invertible objects of T (S). Moreover, this assignment is functorial
with respect to pullbacks, giving a natural transformation Th : K → Pic(T ).
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7.2. — An SL-orientation of a virtual vector bundle v over S is an isomorphism
λ : det(v) ' A1S ;
we refer to the pair (v, λ) as an SL-oriented vector bundle. The sum of SL-oriented
bundles is given by
(v, λ) + (v 0 , λ0 ) = (v + v 0 , λ ⊗ v 0 ).
The notion of isomorphism of SL-oriented virtual bundles being clear, one gets a
Picard groupoid KSL (S) together with a (symmetric) monoidal forgetful functor
ψS : KSL (S) → K(S).(12) This is obviously functorial and defines a natural transformation ψ : KSL → K.
Consider the canonical functor:
h−iS : Z(S) −→ Pic(T (S)),

r 7−→ ThS (ArS ) = 1S hri,

where Z(S) is the Picard groupoid of locally constant integral functions on S. As S
varies this defines a natural transformation Z → Pic(T ).
Definition 7.3. — An SL-orientation of the motivic ∞-category T is a natural transformation t of presheaves over S in monoidal categories, pictured as a 2-arrow in the
following diagram:
KSL
rk


Z

Th ◦f
-

1 Pic(T )

t
h−i

such that for any scheme S, t(A1S ) is the identity of Th(A1S ) (where A1 is endowed
with its tautological orientation). We refer to the pair (T , t) as an SL-oriented motivic
∞-category.
Remark 7.4. — Explicitly, an SL-orientation on T amounts to the data of, for any
scheme S and any SL-oriented virtual bundle (v, λ) over S, a natural isomorphism:
t(v, λ) : ThS (v) −→ 1S hrk vi.
These isomorphisms are compatible with pullbacks and products.
Example 7.5. — Clearly a classical orientation of T induces by restriction an SL-orientation. In fact, a classical orientation can be formulated just as in Definition 7.3,
except that the upper horizontal arrow is replaced by Th : K → Pic(T ).
Remark 7.6. — Recall that the map K → Pic(T ) lifts to an E∞ -map from the
Thomason–Trobaugh K-theory space K to the Picard ∞-groupoid of ⊗-invertible objects in T (see e.g. [BH21, §16.2]). Let KSL denote the SL-oriented (higher) K-theory
presheaf as in [BH21, Ex. 16.20]. There is again a forgetful map KSL → K, which we
can use to formulate a stronger version of Definition 7.3. This amounts to the existence of a homotopy coherent system of compatibilities between the isomorphisms in
(12)One can also build this category from the exact category of SL-torsors.
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Remark 7.3. We do not discuss this notion further, since we do not know whether the
orientation of Theorem 7.8 is homotopy coherent. We note however that the orientation on the motivic ∞-category of MSL-modules is homotopy coherent, as follows
from the motivic Thom spectrum description of MSL given in [BH21, §16].
7.7. — We compare our definition with the original one of Panin and Walter. By universality of SH among motivic ∞-categories [Rob15], there is an (essentially unique)
adjunction of motivic ∞-categories
ϕ∗ : SH o

/ T : ϕ∗ .

Let H n,i (S, T ) = HomT (S) (1S , 1S (i)[n]) be the fundamental cohomology associated
with T . For any scheme S in S , H n,i (−, T ) is represented over S by the motivic
T
ring spectrum HT
S = ϕ∗ (1S ) ∈ SH(S). The collection (HS )S∈S form a section of SH
over S .(13)
Then it is easy to check that an SL-orientation t of T is equivalent to a family
W
of the ring spectra HT
of SL-orientations tP
S in the sense of Panin–Walter, for all
S
schemes S in S , such that for any morphism of schemes f : T → S, the canonical
morphism:
T
f ∗ (HT
S ) −→ HT

is compatible with the respective SL-orientations. Moreover, if S admits a final object Σ, then an SL-orientation of T is uniquely determined by an SL-orientation
of HT
Σ (by functoriality of t).
Theorem 7.8. — The motivic ∞-category DA1 (−, Z)− admits a unique SL-orientation.
Proof. — According to the preceding paragraph it is sufficient to give an SL-orientation of the ring spectrum 1S,− , when S = Spec Z[1/2]. Then the result follows from [Ana19, Cor. 5.4] and Corollary 5.14: indeed, according to the latter,
Z[1/2]
1
HA0,0
is a Zariski sheaf over SmS .

1 (−, Z[ /2])− ' WS
As a corollary, we get the analog of the classical fact in topology that rational
spectra are all orientable.
Corollary 7.9. — The rational stable homotopy category SHQ admits a canonical
SL-orientation.
This follows from the decomposition SHQ = DMB ⊕ DA1 (−, Q)− . Note that the
orientation is unique if one asks in addition that its projection on the plus-part is
induced by the additive orientation on Beilinson motivic cohomology HM Q.
(13)Note that this section is not cartesian in general. However, it will be in the two cases considered

below.
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7.10. — In the following discussion we consider an arbitrary SL-oriented motivic
∞-category (T , t) over S , but the reader may focus on the case of DA1 (−, Λ)−
or SHQ .
Recall that one can define following Deligne [Del87] the determinant functor

f S : K(S) −→ Pic(S), v 7−→ det(v), rk(v)
det
with values in the Picard groupoid of graded line bundles over S. This is again contravariantly functorial in S.
Motivated by the following definition, and by the theory of Chow–Witt groups,
we consider the following twisting functor:
TwS : Pic(S) −→ T (S)
(L, r) 7−→ Th(L ⊕ Ar−1
S ) = Th(L)hr − 1i.
We will also write simply TwS (L) = TwS (L, 0).
Let v be a virtual vector bundle of rank r over a scheme S in S . Then the rank
r − 1 virtual bundle v − det v admits an obvious SL-orientation λ : det(v − det v) '
det v ⊗ (det v)−1 ' A1S .
Definition 7.11. — Given a virtual vector bundle v over a scheme S in S , we define
the twisted Thom class associated with t as the following map t(v) : ThS (v) →
TwS (det v)hrk(v)i defined as the composite:
1 ⊗ t(v − det v, λ)
f v)
ThS (v) ' ThS (det v) ⊗ ThS (v − det v) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ TwS (det
= TwS (det v, rk(v)).
Remark 7.12. — Note in particular that to give an SL-orientation on T in the sense
of Definition 7.3 is equivalent to give a natural transformation as a 2-arrow in the
following diagram:
K
Th
f
1 Pic(T )
t
det


Tw
Pic
Note in particular that the twisted Thom class is multiplicative, roughly expressed
by the relation t(v + w) = t(v) ⊗ t(w), using the fact TwS is monoidal (see below).
7.13. — Let T be an SL-oriented motivic ∞-category. Given line bundles L and M
over S, there is an induced isomorphism:
t(L ⊕ M )
Tw(L) ⊗ Tw(M ) = Th(L ⊕ M )h−2i −−−−−−−−→ Tw(det(L ⊕ M )) ' Tw(L ⊗ M ).
One deduces from this isomorphism that the twisting functor TwS has a canonical
structure of a monoidal functor:
TwS : Pic(S) −→ Pic(T (S)).
According to a remark of Ananyevskiy (see [Ana19, Lem. 4.1]), one can go further.
Indeed, for any line bundle L over S, one can define a morphism of S-schemes
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φL : L× → (L∨ )× defined locally by sending a non-zero vector u to the unique function f such that f (u) = 1. The morphism of schemes φL is an isomorphism, so that,
by definition of the Thom space, one gets a canonical isomorphism in T (S):
Th(L) ' Th(L∨ ).
Using the monoidal structure on Tw, one gets isomorphisms
Tw(L) −→ Tw(L∨ ) ' Tw(L)⊗,−1 ⇐⇒ Tw(L⊗,2 ) ' 1S .
In other words, the twisting functor TwS can be factorized and induces a functor
from the Picard groupoid of S modulo squares.(14)
The following result is obtained by combining the construction of [DJK21], Theorem 3.6, Theorem 7.8 and the preceding construction.
Theorem 7.14. — Let T be one of the motivic ∞-categories DA1 (−, Z)− or SHQ .
Then for any smoothable lci morphism f : X → S, with graded determinant ω
ef =
f f ), there exists a fundamental class
det(L
ηf : TwX (e
ω f ) −→ f ! (1S )
which is an isomorphism whenever X and S are regular, or f is smooth. Moreover,
the classes ηf are compatible with composition, transversal pullbacks, and satisfy an
excess intersection formula (see [DJK21] for the precise formulations).
Remark 7.15. — As in [DJK21], Theorem 7.14 gives rise to trace maps and exceptional functoriality (Gysin or wrong-way maps) for the four homology/cohomology
theories associated with any spectrum E in DA1 − or SHQ . The only thing that changes
is the new twists involved. We will illustrate this in the forthcoming section.

8. Bivariant A1 -theory and Chow–Witt groups
8.1. — In this section, we will use our results to compute certain A1 -homology groups.
We will use two kinds of ring spectra as coefficients, which naturally correspond to
motivic ∞-categories:
– R = HA1 Z− , corresponding to T = DA1 (−, Z)− ;
– R = HA1 Q, corresponding to T = DA1 (−, Q) ' SHQ .
Definition 8.2. — Let R and T be as above. Let X be a scheme, L a line bundle
over X, and (n, i) ∈ Z2 a pair of integers. We define the L-th twisted cohomology
of X in degree (n, i) and coefficients in R as:


Hn,i
A1 X, R(L) = HomT (S) RX , RX ⊗ Tw(L)(i)[n] .
(14)This almost shows that the SL-orientation t corresponds to an SLc -orientation in the terminology of Panin. See [Ana19, Rem. 4.4] for more discussion.
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Given a morphism of Z[1/2]-schemes f : X → S that is essentially of finite presentation
(Definition B.2), we define the L-th twist of the bivariant theory of X/S in degree (n, i)
and coefficients in R as:


1
!
HA
n,i X/S, R(L) = HomT (S) RX ⊗ Tw(L)(i)[n], f RX ,
where f ! is as defined in Paragraph B.13.
Taking into account the continuity property of T , one gets the following duality
theorem as a corollary of Theorem 7.14.(15)
Corollary 8.3. — Let R and T be as above. Then for any smoothable morphism
f : X → S between regular schemes, of relative dimension d and determinant ωf , any
(n, i) ∈ Z2 and any line bundle L/X, one has a canonical isomorphism:


1
2d−n,d−i
HA
X, R(ωf − L) .
n,i X/S, R(L) ' HA1
8.4. δ-niveau spectral sequences. — Now we study the niveau spectral sequences in
motivic homotopy theory, along the lines of [BD17, §3.1]. Let us start by fixing our
conventions for the next results:
– All schemes in this section will be assumed noetherian and of finite dimension.
– S is a regular noetherian scheme and δ = − codimS is the canonical dimension
function.
– X is an essentially of finite type over S. We denote the induced dimension function on X (see [BD17, 1.1.7]) again by δ. Since it is also assumed noetherian and
finite-dimensional, δ is bounded.
– Coefficients. R = HA1 Q or R = HA1 Z− .
– Twists. L/X is a line bundle, n ∈ Z.
The δ-niveau spectral sequence of X/S associated with RS in T (S) has the following form:


L
1
δ 1
A1
Ep,q =
HA
p+q,n κ(x)/S, R(Lx ) =⇒ Hp+q,n X/S, R(L) ,
x∈X(p)

where X(p) = {x ∈ X | δ(x) = p}, for x ∈ X, κ(x) is the residue field and Lx is the
fiber of L at x. Given our assumptions, one can apply the previous corollary to the
morphism of schemes Spec κ(x) → S; note that it is of relative dimension δ(x), and
denote by ωx its determinant. This gives, for x ∈ X(p) , a canonical isomorphism:


1
p−q,p−n
HA
κ(x), R(ωx − Lx )
p+q,n κ(x)/S, R(Lx ) ' HA1
Taking into account the computation of (5.14), and the known vanishing of Beilinson
motivic cohomology of fields, one obtains that the previous spectral sequence is concentrated in one of the regions: (p > n, q > n) or (p ∈ [δ− (X), δ+ (X)], q = n), where
δ− (X) (resp. δ+ (X)) is the infimum (resp. supremum) of values of δ over X.
(15)This formula is obviously reminiscent to the duality of Grothendieck–Serre for coherent
sheaves.
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Moreover, using Morel’s computations of the graded stable homotopy groups of the
zero sphere over fields as Milnor–Witt K-theory (cf. [Mor12]), one can compute the
terms of the complex located on the line q = n as (graded by the index p):
. . . −→

L

 dp−1
Mp−n x, ωx ⊗ L∨
−−−−→
x −

x∈X(p)

L


Mp−n−1 y, ωy ⊗ L∨
y ...

y∈X(p−1)

where we have put, without twists by a line bundle:

– if R = HA1 Q, Mr (x) := KMW
κ(x) Q ;
r

– if R = HA1 Z− , Mr (x) := W κ(x) [1/2];
and with twists:

∨ ×
Mr x, ωx ⊗ L∨
x := Mr (x) ⊗Z[κ(x)× ] R[(ωx ⊗ Lx ) ].
Definition 8.5. — We define the (L, n)-th twisted Gersten complex of X with coef1
ficients in M = KMW
∗,Q (resp. M = W [ /2]), with respect to the dimension function δ,
as the complex just defined above for R = HA1 Q (resp. R = HA1 Z− ). We denote it


by C∗δ X, M (L, n) , and by Aδp X, M (L, n) its homology in degree p. We define the
Q-linear n-th Chow–Witt group of X twisted by L and graded by δ as:

gδ=n (X, L)Q := Aδp X, KMW
CH
(L, n)Q .
∗
8.6. — Let us consider the case R = HA1 Q. By construction, the above Gersten
complex in degrees around n is of the form:



L MW
L
L
dn
K1
η, ωη ⊗ L∨
−−
→
GW x, ωx ⊗ L∨
W s, ωs ⊗ L∨
η Q −
x Q −→
s Q
η∈X(n+1)

x∈X(n)

s∈X(n−1)

gδ=n (X, L)R is a sub-quotient of cycles on X with coefficients in quaso that CH
dratic forms and δ-dimension n. Using the theory of [Fel19], one can check that the
differentials have the expected form, of the so-called Rost-Schmid complex,(16) so that
this definition extends the previously known one of [Fas08] when X = S is regular.
In the case where S is a smooth k-scheme, the reader can find the relevant result in
[BCD+ 20, Chap. 6, Lem. 4.2.3].
)Q
Note also that in degree p > n, the Gersten complexes with coefficients in (KMW
∗
and in WQ agree. In the end, using the vanishing of the δ-niveau spectral sequence as
explained in the paragraph preceding the definition, one gets:
Theorem 8.7. — Let S be a regular scheme, δ = − codimS and X an essentially of
finite type S-scheme. Then one gets canonical isomorphisms:

gδ=n (X, L)Q

r = 2n,
CH
 

A1
δ
MW
Hr,n X/S, Q(L) ' An−1 X, K
(L, n)Q
r = 2n − 1,


Aδ X, W(L) 
r = n + i, i > n.
i

Q

(16)See [Fel19, §3.3] stated in the case where X = S is a smooth scheme over a field. The general
case works similarly.
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Remark 8.8. — The δ-niveau spectral filtration is well-known to be functorial in the
S-scheme X, covariantly with respect to proper maps, contravariantly with respect to
étale maps. With a bit more work, as in [Jin16], one can show that the above δ-niveau
spectral sequence, and therefore the Gersten complex C∗δ (X, KMW (L, n)) satisfies the
same functoriality. One then obtains that the above isomorphisms are natural with
respect to that functoriality on the right hand-side and the usual functoriality of
bivariant theories (as in [DJK21] in the motivic case).
With a little more efforts, one can get the contravariant functoriality in X/S of the
Gersten complex with respect to smoothable lci maps as in Feld’s theory of Milnor–
Witt modules (see [Fel20]). The above isomorphisms are again compatible with this
functoriality, where on the left hand-side one uses the Gysin maps of [DJK21].
It is interesting to rewrite the case X = S.
Corollary 8.9. — Let X be a regular scheme. Then one has canonical isomorphisms:
n

g (X, L)Q
HomSH(X) (1X , TwX (L)(n)[2n]) ⊗Z Q ' CH
n
' CHn (X)Q ⊕ HZar
(XQ , W(L))Q ,
n

g (X, L) denotes Chow–Witt groups in codimension n with rational coeffiwhere CH
cients, and W(L) denotes the L-twisted Witt sheaf.
Note also that in the case R = HA1 Z− the spectral sequence degenerate at E2 and
gives the following:
Theorem 8.10. — Let S be a regular scheme, δ = − codimS and X an essentially of
finite type S-scheme. Then one gets a canonical isomorphism:


1
δ
1
HA
r,n X/S, Z− (L) ' Ar−n XQ , W (L, n)[ /2] .
Remark 8.11. — The Gersten complex of XQ with coefficients in W (L, n)[1/2] can
be identified with Gille’s version of the Gersten–Witt complex associated with the
dualizing sheaf f −1 (ωS ) ⊗ L as defined in [Gil07].
8.12. — We give here an application to the study of weight structures on motivic
categories. Let T be a motivic ∞-category and let S be a scheme. Recall that the
Chow weight structure on T (S), if it exists, is the unique weight structure on the
underlying motivic triangulated category whose heart agrees with the idempotent
completion of the localizing subcategory generated by objects of the form f∗ 1X (r)[2r],
where r ∈ Z and f : X → S is a proper morphism with X regular (see [Bon14,
Th. 2.1]).
We consider the question of the existence of the Chow weight structure on T =
SHQ . Using de Jong’s alterations, if S is separated of finite type over an excellent
scheme of dimension 6 2, and −1 is a sum of squares in any residue field of S, then
SH(S)Q ' DM(S)Q has a Chow weight structure by [Héb11] and [Bon14]. In what
follows we show that the converse is almost true, provided that a general version of
resolution of singularities is available.
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Lemma 8.13. — Let X0 → S1 be a proper, dominant, generically finite morphism
between integral schemes of characteristic 0, with X0 regular. Assume that the function

1
field κ of X0 is formally real. Then the group HA
0,0 (X0 ×S1 X0 )/X0 , Q− is nonvanishing.

1
Proof. — Denote T = X0 ×S1 X0 . By Theorem 8.10, the group HA
0,0 T /X0 , Q− agrees
with the kernel of the first differential in the Gersten-Witt complex
 L


L
1
HA
T
/X
,
Q
=
ker
W
(κ(x))
−→
W
(κ(x),
ω
)
.
0
−
Q
x
Q
0,0
x∈T (0)

x∈T (1)

The residue fields of the generic points of T are all isomorphic to κ, and the
group W (κ)Q is non-vanishing by [Lam05, VIII 6.15]. This implies that the group

1
HA
0,0 T /X0 , Q− is non-vanishing: indeed, let η be a generic point of T , then the
structure map
Q ' W (Q)Q −→ W (κ(η))Q

1
factors through the kernel HA
0,0 T /X0 , Q− , and for an ordering σ of κ(η) the composition with the signature map on κ(η)

1
Q ' W (Q)Q −→ HA
0,0 T /X0 , Q− −→ Q

1
agrees with the signature on Q induced by σ, which shows that HA
0,0 T /X0 , Q− is
non-zero.

Corollary 8.14. — Let S be a scheme and let s be a point of S. Assume that there
exists a proper morphism f : X → S with X regular, such that
– the induced map between the characteristic 0 fibers X0 → S0 factors through S1 ,
the reduced closure of s in S0 ;
– the morphism X0 → S1 satisfies the condition in Lemma 8.13.(17)
Then there cannot exist a Chow weight structure on SH(S)Q .
Proof. — If the Chow weight structure exists, then the objects f∗ 1X (r)[2r] are negative in the sense of [Bon14, Def. 1.5 VII]. In particular this means that the groups


1
A1
HA
2r−n,r (X ×S X)/X, Q− ' H2r−n,r (X0 ×S1 X0 )/X0 , Q− vanish for all n > 0.
Since the spectrum HA1 Z− is Gm -periodic by Theorem 5.7, we have in particular

1

HA
0,0 (X ×S X)/X, Q− = 0, which contradicts Lemma 8.13.
Remark 8.15
(1) The criterion of Corollary 8.14 is to be understood as follows: if s is a formally
real point of S, let S0 be the characteristic 0 fiber of S and let S1 be the closure of
s in S0 . Then Hironaka’s resolution of singularities says that there exists a proper
birational morphism X0 → S1 with X0 regular. Corollary 8.14 states that if X0 has a
regular model over the whole S, then there is no Chow weight structure on SH(S)Q .
(17)Note that these assumptions imply that the residue field of s is formally real.
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(2) The condition in Corollary 8.14 holds when S has equal characteristic, or
when S is the spectrum of a Dedekind domain (see [Sch00, 1.2.2]). The condition
is almost a de Jong alteration, except that we require the morphism to be generically
finite of odd degree, since a finite field extension of odd degree of a formally real field
remains formally real.

Appendix A. Continuity in motivic ∞-categories
Setup A.1. — Suppose given a cofiltered system (Sα )α of schemes with affine transition maps. We write S for its limit, uα : S → Sα for the projection map, and
uα,β : Sβ → Sα for the transition map induced by a morphism α → β in the indexing
category. The maps are labeled as follows:
uβ
/ Sβ
S
uα

uα,β
 
Sα

Definition A.2. — Let T be a motivic ∞-category. For every cofiltered system (Sα )α
as in Setup A.1, consider the canonical functor
limα T (Sα ) −→ T (S),
−→
where the colimit is taken in the ∞-category of presentable ∞-categories and leftadjoint functors [Lur09, Def. 5.5.3.1], and the transition maps are the inverse image
functors u∗α,β . We say that T is continuous if this functor is an equivalence for all
such systems (Sα )α .
A.3. — By [Lur09, Cor. 5.5.3.4], the condition in Definition A.2 is equivalent to the
assertion that the canonical functor
T (S) −→ limα T (Sα )
←−
is an equivalence, where the limit is taken in the ∞-category of presentable ∞categories and right-adjoint functors, and the transition maps are the direct image
functors (uα,β )∗ . By [Lur09, Th. 5.5.3.18], this limit can be taken equivalently in the
∞-category of (large) ∞-categories.
In particular, the space of maps between any two objects E, F ∈ T (S) can be
computed by the limit
MapsSH(S) (E, F) ' limα MapsSH(Sα ) ((uα )∗ (E), (uα )∗ (F)).
←−
Example A.4. — The motivic ∞-category SH is continuous [Hoy14, Prop. C.12(4)].
We immediately deduce the same for SH[1/2], SH+ , SH− , SHQ , DA1 (−, Λ) (for any
commutative ring Λ), etc.
Definition A.5. — We say that T is compactly generated if the stable ∞-category
T (S) is compactly generated for every scheme S [Lur09, Def. 5.5.7.1], and for any
morphism f : S → T , the inverse image functor f ∗ : T (T ) → T (S) preserves compact
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objects. We write T (S)ω for the full subcategory of compact objects in T (S) for any
scheme S. This is a thick stable subcategory, and we have Ind(T (S)ω ) ' T (S).
Remark A.6. — Suppose that T is compactly generated. Then by adjunction, the
direct image functor f∗ : T (S) → T (T ) commutes with filtered colimits for any
morphism f : S → T . Since it is an exact functor between stable ∞-categories, it
therefore commutes with arbitrary small colimits.
Definition A.7. — Recall from [CD19, Def. 4.2.1] the full subcategory Tc of constructible objects. We say that a motivic ∞-category T is constructibly generated if
it is compactly generated and the constructible objects are compact. Then we have
Tc (S) = T (S)ω for every scheme S, i.e., the compact and constructible objects coincide [CD19, Prop. 1.4.11].
Remark A.8. — Suppose that T is constructibly generated. In this case, the exceptional inverse image functor f ! commutes with colimits for any morphism f of
finite type. This follows by adjunction from the fact that f! preserves compact objects [CD19, Cor. 4.2.12] (where the separatedness and noetherian hypotheses are not
necessary, see [Kha21, Cor. 2.62]).
Example A.9. — The motivic ∞-category SH is constructibly generated by [Hoy14,
Prop. C.12(1-3)]. We deduce the same for SH[1/2], SH+ , SH− , SHQ , DA1 (−, Λ) (for any
commutative ring Λ), etc.
A.10. — Let T be a compactly generated motivic ∞-category. It follows from
Prop. 5.5.7.8 and Cor. 4.4.5.21 in [Lur09] that T is continuous if and only if, for every
cofiltered system (Sα )α as in Setup A.1, the canonical functor
limα T (Sα )ω −→ T (S)ω
−→
is an equivalence, where the colimit is taken in the ∞-category of (small) ∞-categories
and the transition arrows are the inverse image functors u∗α,β . Concretely, we have:
(1) For any index α0 and objects Eα0 , Fα0 ∈ T (Sα0 ) with Eα0 compact, we have
canonical isomorphisms of spaces
limα>α MapsT (Sα ) (Eα , Fα ) −→ MapsT (S) (E, F),
−→
0
where Eα ∈ T (Sα ) and E ∈ T (S) are the inverse images (and similarly for Fα and F).
(Using the compactness of Eα0 , we can reduce to the case where Fα0 is also compact.
Then the claim holds by the fully faithfulness of the functor above, since formation
of mapping spaces in an ∞-category commutes with filtered colimits.)
(2) For every compact object E ∈ T (S)ω , there exists an index α, a compact
object Fα ∈ T (Sα )ω , and an isomorphism E ' u∗α (Fα ).
We finish this appendix by formulating continuity in terms of the cohomology and
bivariant theories represented by an object of a motivic ∞-category.
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Notation A.11. — Let T be a motivic ∞-category and E an absolute object of T .
Recall the following notation from [DJK21, Def. 2.2.1]: for any scheme X and virtual
vector bundle v on X, the v-twisted cohomology space of X is

E(X, v) = MapsT (X) 1X , EX ⊗ ThX (v) ,
where ThX is the Thom space functor in T (see Paragraph 7.2). For any finite type
morphism f : X → S, we define the v-twisted bivariant theory space as


E(X/S, v) = MapsT (X) ThX (v), f ! ES ' MapsT (S) f! ThX (v), ES .
A.12. — Let T be a constructibly generated, continuous motivic ∞-category. Let
(Sα )α be a cofiltered system of schemes as in Setup A.1, with limit S. By continuity
for algebraic K-theory [TT90, Th. 7.2], any virtual vector bundle v on S is the inverse
image of a virtual vector bundle vα0 on Sα0 , for some sufficiently large index α0 . For
any absolute object E of T , Paragraph A.10(1) yields that the canonical maps
limα>α E(Sα , vα ) −→ E(S, v)
−→
0
are invertible (since the unit

1Sα0 ∈ T (Sα0 ) is constructible and hence compact).

A.13. — Let T be a constructibly generated, continuous motivic ∞-category. Let
(Sα )α be a cofiltered system of schemes as in Setup A.1, with limit S. Let Xα0 be a
finite type Sα0 -scheme for some index α0 , let Xα = Xα0 ×Sα0 Sα for every α > α0 ,
and let X ' Xα0 ×Sα0 S be the limit of (Xα )α>α0 . Denote by fα : Xα → Sα and
f : X → S the structural morphisms. Let v be a vector bundle over X, which as in
Paragraph A.12 we may assume (by modifying α0 if necessary) is the inverse image
of some virtual vector bundle vα0 on Xα0 . Then the canonical maps
limα>α E(Xα /Sα , vα ) −→ E(X/S, v)
−→
0
are invertible. Indeed, the constructible generation assumption on T implies (see
Remark A.8) that (fα )! (ThXα (vα )) is compact for every α. Moreover, by the base
change formula, f! ThX (v) is the inverse image of (fα )! (ThXα (vα )) for every α. Hence
the claim follows from Paragraph A.10(1).

Appendix B. Essentially of finite presentation morphisms
B.1. Essentially of finite presentation and smooth morphisms. — The material in
this subsection is well-known, but does not seem to be recorded in the literature yet.
We recall our global conventions that all schemes are implicitly assumed to be quasicompact and quasi-separated.
Definition B.1. — A morphism of schemes f : X → Y is pro-finitely presented if
it can be written as the limit of a cofiltered system of finitely presented morphisms
fα : Xα → Y , with affine transition maps. We define pro-smooth and pro-étale morphisms, and pro-open immersions analogously. Note that the transition maps are
automatically étale in the latter two cases.
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Definition B.2. — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of schemes. We say that f is
essentially of finite presentation (resp. essentially of finite type) if it factors through
a pro-étale morphism p : X → X 0 and a morphism of finite presentation (resp. of
finite type) g : X 0 → Y . We define essentially smooth and essentially étale morphisms
analogously.
Example B.3. — If X is a scheme and x ∈ X is a (not necessarily closed) point, then
the inclusion of the residue field ix : Spec κ(x) → X is essentially of finite type via
the canonical factorization
jx
kx
ix : {x} −−−→ {x} −−−
→ X.
If X is noetherian, then ix is essentially of finite presentation.
Proposition B.4. — The class of essentially of finite presentation (resp. essentially
smooth, essentially étale) morphisms is stable under base change and composition.
Proposition B.5. — A morphism f : X → Y is essentially of finite presentation
(resp. essentially smooth, essentially étale) if and only if it can be written as the limit
of a cofiltered system of finitely presented morphisms fα : Xα → Y (resp. smooth
morphisms, étale morphisms), with affine and étale transition maps.
In particular, Proposition B.5 says that “essentially étale” is equivalent to “proétale”. Both Propositions B.4 and B.5 are simple consequences of the following lemma:
Lemma B.6. — Let P be the class of finitely presented morphisms (resp. smooth
morphisms, étale morphisms, open immersions). Let Q be the class of morphisms
f : X → Y that can be written as the limit of a cofiltered system of morphisms
fα : Xα → Y belonging to P, with affine and étale transition maps. Then the class Q
is stable under base change and composition.
Proof. — Stability under base change is clear. Let f : X → Y and g : Y → Z
be morphisms in Q. Write them as limits of cofiltered systems (fα : Xα → Y )α
and (gβ : Yβ → Z)β , respectively. Then for every index α, there exists by [Gro64,
Th. 8.8.2(ii)] an index β, a finitely presented morphism fα,β : Xα,β → Yβ and a
Y -isomorphism Xα,β ×Yβ Y ' Xα . Then g ◦ f : X → Z is the limit of the finitely
presented morphisms Xβ,α → Yβ → Z. In the respective cases, fα,β is smooth, étale,
or an open immersion by [Gro64, Prop. 17.7.8 or Prop. 8.6.3].

Proof of Proposition B.5. — The case of étale morphisms follows immediately from the
fact that pro-étale morphisms are stable under composition (Lemma B.6). Let P be
the class of smooth or finitely presented morphisms and let Q be as in Lemma B.6.
If f : X → Y is essentially P, then it is by definition the composite of two morphisms in Q, and hence itself belongs to Q by Lemma B.6. Conversely suppose that
f : X → Y belongs to Q. Write f as the limit of a cofiltered system of morphisms
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fα : Xα → Y in P, with affine and étale transition maps. Then for every α, the
projection uα : X → Xα is pro-étale, so the factorization
fα
uα
f : X −−−
→ Xα −−−→ Y
exhibits f as essentially P.



Proof of Proposition B.4. — Combine Proposition B.5 and Lemma B.6.



Lemma B.7. — Let f : X → Y be a pro-étale morphism. If f is of finite presentation,
then it is étale.
Proof. — It will suffice by definition to show that f is formally étale. If f is the limit
of a cofiltered system of étale morphisms fα : Xα → Y , then the relative cotangent
complex LX/Y is the colimit over α of u∗α LXα /Y , where uα : X → Xα is the projection
(see e.g. [Sta21, Tags 08S9, 08R2]). Hence LX/Y ' 0, i.e., f is formally étale.

Lemma B.8. — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of S-schemes. If X and Y are pro-étale
over S, then f is pro-étale.
Proof. — Write X and Y as limits of cofiltered systems (Xα )α and (Yβ )β of étale
S-schemes, respectively. For every index β, there exists by [Gro64, Prop. 8.14.2] an
index α and an S-morphism fβ : Xα → Yβ through which the composite X → Y → Yβ
factors. Now fβ is étale (as a morphism between étale S-schemes), and f : X → Y is
the limit of the étale maps Xα ×Yβ Y → Y (base changes of fβ ).

Lemma B.9. — Let f : X → Y be a morphism of S-schemes. If X is pro-étale over S
and Y is of finite presentation over S, then f is essentially of finite presentation.
Proof. — Write X as the limit of a cofiltered system of étale S-schemes Xα (with
affine transition maps). By [Gro64, Prop. 8.14.2], f : X → Y factors through an
S-morphism fα : Xα → Y for some index α. Then f is the limit of the finitely
presented morphisms fβ : Xβ → Xα → Y for all β > α. Hence it is essentially of
finite presentation by Proposition B.5.

B.2. f ∗ for pro-étale morphisms
Lemma B.10. — Let T be a continuous motivic ∞-category. Then for every pro-open
immersion j : U → X, the functor j∗ : T (U ) → T (X) is fully faithful. Equivalently,
the co-unit j ∗ j∗ → Id is invertible.
Proof. — Write j as the limit of a cofiltered system of open immersions (jα : Uα → X)α .
Let E and F be objects of T (U ). By continuity (Paragraph A.3), the canonical map
MapsT (U ) (E, F) −→ MapsT (X) (j∗ (E), j∗ (F))
is identified with the map
limα MapsT (Uα ) ((uα )∗ (E), (uα )∗ (F)) −→ MapsT (X) (j∗ (E), j∗ (F))
←−
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induced by the functors (jα )∗ . Since each (jα )∗ is fully faithful by smooth base change
[CD19, 1.1.20], this map is an isomorphism.

If T is compactly generated, then Lemma B.10 follows alternatively from the
following base change formula:
Proposition B.11. — Let T be a continuous motivic ∞-category. Assume that for
every morphism of schemes f , the direct image f∗ commutes with colimits (by Remark A.6, this is automatic if T is compactly generated). Suppose given a cartesian
square of schemes
g / 0
X0
Y
p


X

f


/Y

q

with f and g pro-étale. Then there is a canonical isomorphism of functors
f ∗ q∗ ' p∗ g ∗ .
Proof. — The natural transformation is defined as the composite
unit
counit
f ∗ q∗ −−−−→ p∗ p∗ f ∗ q∗ ' p∗ g ∗ q ∗ q∗ −−−−−−→ p∗ g ∗ .
Write f as the limit of a cofiltered system of étale maps fα : Xα → X, and write
uα : X → Xα for the projections. Denote by gα : Xα0 → Y and vα : X 0 → Xα0 the respective base changes of fα and uα along q : Y 0 → Y . By continuity (Paragraph A.3),
it will suffice to show that the induced natural transformation
(uα )∗ f ∗ q∗ −→ (uα )∗ p∗ g ∗
is invertible for all α. Since f = fα ◦ uα and g = gα ◦ vα , this is identified with
(uα )∗ u∗α (pα )∗ gα∗ ' (uα )∗ u∗α fα∗ q∗ −→ (uα )∗ p∗ vα∗ gα∗ ,
where we have used the base change isomorphism fα∗ q∗ ' (pα )∗ gα∗ (since fα is étale).
It remains therefore to demonstrate the base change formula u∗α (pα )∗ ' p∗ vα∗ . For
every morphism α → β in the indexing category, we have the base change isomorphism
∗
u∗α,β (pβ )∗ ' (pα )∗ vα,β
(since the transition maps uα,β : Xα → Xβ are étale), via which
the square
T

(Xβ0 )

(pβ )∗


T (Xβ )

∗
vα,β

u∗α,β

/ T (Xα0 )
(pα )∗

/ T (Xα )

commutes. Since (pα )∗ is a left adjoint for each α (as T is compactly generated, see
Remark A.6), this can be regarded as a diagram in the ∞-category of presentable
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∞-categories and left-adjoint functors. Thus by continuity, taking colimits in both
rows results in a commutative square
T (Xα0 )

vα∗

/ T (X 0 )

p∗
∗


uα
/ T (X)
T (Xα )

(pα )∗

providing the desired base change isomorphism u∗α (pα )∗ ' p∗ vα∗ .



Proposition B.12. — Let T be a continuous motivic ∞-category. Assume that for
every morphism of schemes f (resp. of finite presentation), the direct image functor f∗
(resp. exceptional inverse image functor f ! ) commutes with colimits. (By Remark A.8,
this is automatic if T is constructibly generated.) Then for every commutative square
of schemes
g / 0
Y
X0
p


X

f


/Y

q

with f and g of finite presentation, there is a canonical morphism of functors
Ex∗! : p∗ f ! −→ g ! q ∗
which is invertible if q is pro-étale.
Proof. — The natural transformation is defined as the composite
unit
counit
p∗ f ! −−−−→ p∗ f ! q∗ q ∗ ' p∗ p∗ g ! q ∗ −−−−−−→ g ! q ∗ ,
where the middle isomorphism is Proposition B.11.
Note that the canonical map a : X 0 → X ×Y Y 0 is pro-étale by Lemma B.8, since
the source and target are both pro-étale over X. Since the source and target are of
finite presentation over Y 0 , it follows that a is also of finite presentation and hence
étale by Lemma B.7. In particular, we have a canonical isomorphism a∗ ' a! . Thus
we reduce to the case where the square is cartesian.
Write q as a cofiltered limit of étale maps qα : Yα0 → Y , and denote by vα : Y 0 → Yα0
the projections. Consider the cartesian square
X0
uα


Xα0

g

vα
gα /  0
Yα

pα


X
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Under the exchange isomorphism Ex∗! : p∗α f ! ' gα! qα∗ (since qα is étale), the natural
transformation in question is identified with
(uα )∗ u∗α gα! qα∗ −→ (uα )∗ g ! vα∗ qα∗ .
Thus it will suffice to show that the exchange transformation Ex∗! : u∗α gα! → g ! vα∗ is
invertible. Just as in the previous proof, this follows from the exchange isomorphisms
∗
Ex∗! : u∗α,β gβ! ' gα! vα,β
for all α → β in the indexing category (since the transition
maps uα,β are étale), using continuity and the assumption that the functors gα! are
left adjoints for all α.

B.3. f ! for essentially of finite presentation morphisms. — Classically, the pair of
exceptional adjoint functors (f! , f ! ) is defined under the assumption that f is separated
of finite type. If T is a motivic ∞-category, then one can use descent to drop the
separatedness hypothesis (see [Hoy14, Rem. C.14] or [Kha19, App. A]). That is, one
has the exceptional operations (f! , f ! ) for any morphism of finite type, and moreover
these satisfy the usual base change and projection formulas.
In this subsection we show that, under the assumption that T is continuous, we
can further extend f ! to essentially of finite presentation morphisms. While the paper
was under revision, we learned that similar results, in the context of mixed motives,
will appear in work of Benedikt Preis on local Grothendieck–Verdier duality.
Fix a continuous motivic ∞-category T . The following definition is inspired by
[BBD82, 2.2.12]:
B.13. — Let f : X → Y be an essentially of finite presentation morphism. Choose a
factorization f = g ◦p with p pro-étale and g of finite presentation as in Definition B.2.
Then set
f ! = p∗ g ! : T (Y ) −→ T (X).
Lemma B.14. — The functor f ! is independent of the choice of factorization f = g ◦ p
(up to homotopy).
Proof. — Let f = f 0 ◦ p = f 00 ◦ q be two factorizations, with p : X → Y 0 and
q : X → Y 00 pro-étale, f 0 : Y 0 → Y and f 00 : Y 00 → Y of finite presentation.
Then Y 0 ×Y Y 00 → Y is finite presentation. By Lemma B.9, the morphism (p, q) :
X → Y 0 ×Y Y 00 is essentially of finite presentation, since the source is pro-étale
over Y 0 and the target is of finite presentation over Y 0 . Thus it factors through a
pro-étale morphism X → Y 000 and a finitely presented morphism Y 000 → Y 0 ×Y Y 00 .
Now X → Y 000 → Y is a third factorization of f which dominates the chosen ones.
By symmetry, we may thus assume that there exists a morphism Y 0 → Y 00 fitting in
a commutative diagram
Y0
p :
f0
$
a
X
:Y
q

$ 
Y 00

f 00
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Regarding the left-hand triangle as a commutative square by inserting the identity
X → X, Proposition B.12 applies to give a canonical isomorphism p∗ a! ' q ∗ . This
then yields the desired isomorphism
p∗ (f 0 )! ' p∗ a! (f 00 )! ' q ∗ (f 00 )! .



Example B.15. — If f : X → Y is pro-étale, then there is an equivalence f ! ' f ∗ .
Under mild assumptions on T , we will be able to prove:
Proposition B.16. — Suppose that T is constructibly generated (Definition A.7). Let
f : X → Y and g : Y → Z be essentially of finite presentation morphisms. Then there
is a canonical isomorphism of functors (g ◦ f )! ' f ! g ! .
In fact, it suffices to assume that for every morphism of schemes f (resp. of finite
presentation), the direct image functor f∗ (resp. exceptional inverse image functor f ! )
commutes with colimits (see Remark A.8).
Warning B.17. — Below we will show that much of the usual behaviour of the operation f ! extends to the essentially of finite presentation case. However, we caution
the reader that we cannot typically expect f ! to admit a left adjoint f! when f is not
of finite type.
Proposition B.18 (Base change). — Assume that for every morphism of schemes
f , the direct image f∗ commutes with colimits. Suppose given a cartesian square of
schemes
g / 0
X0
Y
p

q


f /
X
Y
with f and g essentially of finite presentation. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
of functors
p∗ g ! ' f ! q∗ .
Proof. — Choose a factorization f = f 0 ◦ a with f 0 of finite presentation and a proétale. Then the claim follows from the base change formula for finite type morphisms,
the identification a! ' a∗ (Example B.15), and Proposition B.11.

Proposition B.19 (∗!-exchange). — Assume that for every morphism of schemes f
(resp. of finite presentation), the direct image functor f∗ (resp. exceptional inverse
image functor f ! ) commutes with colimits. Suppose given a commutative square of
schemes
g / 0
Y
X0
p


X
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with f and g essentially of finite presentation. Then there is a canonical morphism of
functors
Ex∗! : p∗ f ! −→ g ! q ∗
which is invertible if q is pro-étale.
Proof. — The natural transformation is defined as the composite
unit
counit
p∗ f ! −−−−→ p∗ f ! q∗ q ∗ ' p∗ p∗ g ! q ∗ −−−−−−→ g ! q ∗ ,
where the middle isomorphism is Proposition B.18. By factoring f through a proétale morphism and a finite presentation morphism, we immediately reduce to the
case where f is of finite presentation, which is Proposition B.12.

Proof of Proposition B.16. — Follows directly from Proposition B.19.



We have the following !-analogue of [CD19, Cor. 4.3.17] (with almost the same
proof):
Proposition B.20. — Let X be a noetherian scheme of finite dimension. As x ranges
over the points of X, the family of functors
i!x : T (X) −→ T (Spec κ(x))
is jointly conservative.
Proof. — Argue by induction on the dimension d. For d 6 0 the claim is clear. Assume
d > 0. The localization of X at a point x is a pro-open immersion jx : Spec OX,x → X.
Since jx! ' jx∗ (Example B.15), we may use [CD19, Prop. 4.3.9] (and Proposition B.16)
to reduce to the case where X is local. Then the claim follows easily using the localization triangle
(ix0 )∗ i!x0 −→ Id −→ j∗ j ! ,
where ix0 is the inclusion of the closed point (which is essentially of finite presentation, see Example B.3), and j is the inclusion of the complement (which is of dimension < d).


Appendix C. Absolute purity in equal characteristic
Let T be a motivic ∞-category fibered over a category of schemes S , and E an
absolute spectrum in T . As recalled in 3.5, for f : X → Y a smoothable morphism
of regular schemes with virtual tangent bundle Tf , there is a map
(C.0.a)

ηf : EX ⊗ Th(Tf ) −→ f ! EY

induced by the fundamental class of f [DJK21, Def. 4.3.7]. We say that E is f -pure
if the map (C.0.a) is an isomorphism, and we say that E satisfies absolute purity if it
is f -pure for every smoothable morphism f between regular schemes in S . In fact,
it suffices to check this property for closed immersions [DJK21, Rem. 4.3.12(i)].
This appendix is dedicated to the following result:
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Theorem C.1. — Let k be a perfect field and let T be a continuous, constructibly
generated motivic ∞-category (Definitions A.2 and A.7) fibered over k-schemes. Then
any absolute spectrum in T satisfies absolute purity.
This statement was first asserted in [Dég18b, Ex. 1.3.4(2)] (see also [CD15,
Prop. 6.2]). It is proved, as suggested in loc. cit., by using Popescu’s theorem to
reduce to relative purity (the case of a closed immersion between smooth schemes).
In this appendix we record the details of two variants of this proof.
Recall that a homomorphism of commutative rings u : A → B is regular if it is
flat and for every residue field A → κ, the ring B ⊗A κ is geometrically regular. Then
Popescu’s theorem asserts (see [Spi99, Th. 1.1]):
Theorem C.2 (Popescu). — Let A and B be noetherian commutative rings. A ring
homomorphism u : A → B is regular if and only if it is ind-smooth, i.e., it exhibits B
as a filtered colimit of smooth A-algebras.
Before proceeding to the proofs, we begin with a few generalities.
Definition C.3. — A regular closed pair (X, Z) is a regular closed immersion i : Z → X
between schemes. A transverse morphism of regular closed pairs f : (Y, W ) → (X, Z)
is a Tor-independent cartesian square
W

/Y


Z


/X

Lemma C.4. — Let T be a continuous, constructibly generated motivic ∞-category.
Let E be an absolute object in T . Let (X, Z) be a regular closed pair which is the limit
of a cofiltered system (Xα , Zα )α∈Λ of regular closed pairs with affine and transverse
transition morphisms. If E is iα -pure for every α ∈ Λ, then E is i-pure.
Proof of Lemma C.4. — The assumptions on T imply (see Paragraph A.13) that the
canonical map of spaces
limα∈Λ E(Zα /Xα , h−Niα i) −→ E(Z/X, h−Ni i)
−→
is invertible (see Notation A.11). By the transverse base change formula [DJK21,
Th. 3.2.21], each base change morphism E(Zα /Xα , h−Niα i) → E(Z/X, h−Ni i) sends
the fundamental class ηiα to the fundamental class ηi . Since each of the classes ηiα is
invertible by assumption, the claim follows.

Lemma C.5. — Let T be a continuous, constructibly generated motivic ∞-category.
Let E be an absolute object in T . If i is a closed immersion between schemes that are
essentially smooth over a scheme S, then E is i-pure.
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Proof. — The case where both schemes are smooth over S follows from relative purity
as in [DJK21, Prop. 4.3.10(i)]. In general, write X and Z as the limits of projective
systems of smooth S-schemes Xα and Zα , respectively, with affine étale transition
morphisms. Then by [Gro64, Th. 8.8.2(ii), Prop. 8.6.3], the closed immersion i descends to a closed immersion iλ : Zλ → Xλ for some sufficiently large λ. In particular,
the pair (X, Z) can be written as the limit of a projective system of closed pairs of
smooth S-schemes, with affine étale transition morphisms. Thus the claim follows
from Lemma C.4 (note that étale morphisms of pairs are transverse).

C.6. — We now give the first proof. We will require the following lemma:
Lemma C.7. — Let A → B be a local homomorphism of regular local rings. Let I ⊂ A
be a proper ideal such that B/IB is regular, and set n = dim(B)−dim(B/IB). If there
exist n elements f1 , . . . , fn ∈ A generating I, then the fi form a subset of a regular
system of parameters for A, and the ring A/I is regular.
Proof. — Let m and n be the respective maximal ideals of A and B. By assumption,
the ideal IB is generated by the images gi ∈ B of fi , and dim(B/IB) = dim(B) − n.
By [Gro64, 0, Prop. 16.3.7], we deduce that the gi form a subset of a system of parameters for B. Since B/IB is regular, this implies that they are B/n-linearly independent
as elements of n/n2 [Gro64, 0, Prop. 17.1.7]. This implies that the fi are A/m-linearly
independent in m/m2 . The claim now follows by another application of [Gro64, 0,
Prop. 17.1.7].

Proposition C.8. — Let k be a perfect field and let i : Z → X be a closed immersion
between affine regular k-schemes. Then the closed pair (X, Z) is a projective limit of
closed pairs of smooth k-schemes with transverse affine transition morphisms.
Proof. — Let X = Spec A and let I be the ideal defining Z. By Theorem C.2, we may
write A as a colimit of smooth k-algebras Aα for α ∈ Λ. Truncating Λ if necessary,
we may assume that for every α ∈ Λ, there is an ideal Iα of Aα such that I = Iα A.
Let Xα = Spec Aα and Zα = Spec Aα /Iα .
Let n be the codimension of Z in X, considered as a Zariski-locally constant function on Z. Truncating Λ again, we may also assume that for all α ∈ Λ, the ideal Iα is
locally generated by at most n elements. Indeed, the locus Tα where this is not true
is closed in Zα . As Z has codimension n in X, the projective limit of Tα is empty, so
we have Tα = ∅ for all sufficiently large α.
Now let Xα0 be the open subscheme of Xα given by the complement of the singular
locus of Zα , and let Zα0 = Xα0 ∩ Zα . It follows from Lemma C.7 that
– Xα0 contains the image of X in Xα , and consequently the map X → Xα factors
through Xα0 .
– The induced map X → Xα0 is a transverse morphism of regular closed pairs
(X, Z) → (Xα0 , Zα0 ), since both pairs are defined by regular closed immersions of the
same codimension. The transition morphisms of the projective system (Xα0 , Zα0 )α∈Λ
are also transverse for the same reason.
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Since k is perfect, (Xα0 , Zα0 ) is a closed pair of smooth k-schemes. Furthermore,
since (X, Z) is the projective limit of (Xα , Zα )α∈Λ , it is also the projective limit
of (Xα0 , Zα0 )α∈Λ , and the result follows.

First proof of Theorem C.1. — Let T be a motivic ∞-category as in the statement. By
Zariski descent [CD19, Prop. 3.3.4], it suffices to show that E is i-pure for any closed
immersion i : Z → X between affine regular k-schemes. This follows by combining
Lemma C.4, Lemma C.5 and Proposition C.8.

C.9. — The second proof is similar but uses an argument of Gabber to first reduce
to the case of punctual purity [ILO14, XVI 3.2].
Lemma C.10. — Let A → B be a local homomorphism of regular local rings. If there
exist n elements f1 , . . . , fn ∈ A whose images g1 , . . . , gn ∈ B form a regular sequence
of parameters for B, then (f1 , . . . , fn ) is a regular system of parameters for A. In
particular, we have dim(A) = dim(B) = n.
Proof. — This is a special case of Lemma C.7, but it is simpler to argue directly
as follows. Since g1 , . . . , gn form a minimal set of generators for the maximal ideal
n ⊂ B, they induce a basis of the B/n-vector space n/n2 . It follows that the fi induce
a basis of the A/m-vector space m/m2 . By [Gro64, 0, Prop. 17.1.7] this means that
the fi form a regular system of parameters for A, as claimed.

We use the following variant of Proposition C.8:
Proposition C.11. — Let A be a regular local k-algebra with maximal ideal m. Then
the regular closed pair (Spec A, Spec A/m) is a projective limit of closed pairs of essentially smooth affine k-schemes with transverse transition morphisms.
Proof. — By Theorem C.2, we may write A as the colimit of an inductive system
(A0γ )γ∈Γ of smooth k-algebras. If Aα are the localizations of the A0γ ’s at prime ideals,
then A is also the colimit of the inductive system (Aα )α∈Λ of essentially smooth
local k-algebras. Let f1 , . . . , fn ∈ m be a regular system of parameters for A, where
n = dim(A). For some sufficiently large λ ∈ Λ, the fi belong to Aλ and form a regular
system of parameters of length n, by Lemma C.7. In particular, m = mα A for each
α > λ, where mα is the maximal ideal of Aα , and the closed pair (Spec A, Spec A/m)
is the limit of the projective system
(Spec Aα , Spec Aα /mα )α>Λ .
All pairs under consideration are given by regular closed immersions of codimension n,
so it follows that the transition morphisms are transverse.

Second proof of Theorem C.1. — Let i : Z → X be a closed immersion between regular k-schemes. Let z be a point of Z, and let Zz = Spec OZ,z and Xz = Spec OX,i(z) .
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Denote the canonical closed immersions
z

iZ /
Zz
iX

i0
 
Xz

by iZ and iX respectively. By [CD19, Lem. 4.3.17] and [CD19, Prop. 4.3.9], we only
need to show that i∗Z ηi0 is an isomorphism. By Lemma C.4, Lemma C.5 and Proposition C.11, we know that both ηiZ and ηiX are isomorphisms. By [DJK21, Th. 3.3.2]
the fundamental classes are compatible with composition, and we know that i!Z ηi0 is
an isomorphism.
Now use induction on the dimension of Zz . Let jZ : Uz → Zz be the open immersion
given by the complement of z in Zz . Then Uz has dimension lower than Zz , and
the induction hypothesis implies that jZ∗ ηi0 is an isomorphism. From the canonical
localization triangle
i!Z ηi0 −→ i∗Z ηi0 −→ i∗Z jZ∗ jZ∗ ηi0 −→ i!Z ηi0 [1]
and the five lemma, we know that i∗Z ηi0 is an isomorphism, which finishes the proof.


Appendix D. Absolute purity in hermitian K-theory
In this appendix, we prove absolute purity for hermitian K-theory. Recall that
Panin and Walter have constructed in [PW19] for any regular Z[1/2]-scheme S a
ring spectrum KQS which represents Schlichting’s higher Grothendieck–Witt groups
(i.e., hermitian K-theory) in SH(S). According to [ST15], this ring spectrum has a
geometric model (given by orthogonal grassmannians, see op. cit., Introduction, Th. 1).
This implies the KQS for various regular Z[1/2]-schemes S are compatible with base
change. Therefore, one can define KQS for general Z[1/2]-scheme S just by pulling
back KQZ[1/2] along the canonical map S → Spec(Z[1/2]). Then KQ is an absolute
ring spectrum with respect to SH over the category of Z[1/2]-schemes.
Theorem D.1. — The absolute ring spectrum KQ satisfies absolute purity over Z[1/2]schemes (in the sense recalled in Paragraph 3.5).
The proof follows the same lines as the analogous result for algebraic K-theory
[CD19, Th. 13.6.3], and boils down to dévissage in Grothendieck–Witt theory.
Proof of Theorem D.1. — Let i : Z → X be a closed immersion of pure codimension
c between regular schemes. The claim is that the morphism
ηi : KQZ ⊗ ThZ (−Ni ) −→ i! (KQX )
defined by the fundamental class is invertible. Since i∗ is conservative and the stable
∞-category SH(X) is generated by objects of the form Σ∞
X (T )+ (n)[2n], where T varies
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among smooth X-schemes and n ∈ Z, it will suffice to show that the induced map
∞
!
[Σ∞
Z (TZ )+ (n)[2n], KQZ ⊗ ThZ (−Ni )] −→ [ΣZ (TZ )+ (n)[2n], i (KQX )]

is invertible, where TZ = T ×X Z. In the notation of [DJK21], this is the map
KQ0 (TZ , −n − hNi i) −→ KQ0TZ (T, −n)
induced by pairing with the fundamental class
ηTZ /Z ∈ KQ0 (TZ /T, −hNi i).
By [PW19, Cor. 7.3] and since KQ is SLc -oriented, we have canonical isomorphisms
[−n−c]

KQ0 (TZ , −n − hNi i) ' GW0
KQ0TZ (T, −n)

'

[−n]
GW0 (T

(TZ , det(−Ni ))
on TZ )

under which the map in question is identified with the Gysin map in Grothendieck–
Witt theory induced by direct image of coherent sheaves (see [Sch17, (9.9)]). The
latter is invertible by dévissage in Grothendieck–Witt theory [Sch17, Th. 9.5, 9.18 &
9.19].


Appendix E. 2-primary unramified Witt ring
This appendix brings some complements to the theory of Witt and unramified Witt
sheaves (see Definition 5.2) of independent interest.
E.1. — The theory of Witt groups has been extended to higher Witt groups W i (S) by
Balmer (see e.g. [Bal05]). Recall that these groups are defined by considering the derived category T = Db (VBS ) of the exact category of vector bundles over S equipped
with the (−1)i -duality Di = Hom(−, OS )[i] (see [Bal05, 1.4.12]). It is then possible
to mimic the classical definition of symmetric bilinear forms/symmetric objects, with
respect to the duality Di , and metabolic ones (called “neutral” in loc. cit.). One defines
W i (X) as the monoid of isomorphisms classes of Di -symmetric objects of T modulo
the submonoid of Di -metabolic ones (see loc. cit. 1.4.3).
The following lemma is the Witt-version of our key lemma (Lemma 2.2).
Proposition E.2. — Let S be a Z[1/2]-scheme and Λ ⊆ Q a subring with 2 ∈ Λ× .
Let ν : SQ → S be the pro-open immersion of the characteristic 0 part of S as in
Paragraph 2.1.
Λ
Then the map WΛ
S → ν∗ (WSQ ) from (5.4.a) is an isomorphism.
Proof. — It will be sufficient to prove that for any regular scheme S, the following
map on Witt groups is an isomorphism:
ν∗
W (S)[2−1 ] −−−→ W (SQ )[2−1 ].
We will use Balmer-Witt groups with support, as defined in [Bal01, §1]. Given a closed
pair (X, Z), we write W i (X, Z) for the i-th Witt group of X with support in Z.
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Consider a closed subscheme Z of Spec(Z), with open complement U . Write SZ ,
SU for the pullbacks of S/ Spec(Z) to Z, U . Using the long exact sequence of Witt
groups with support [Bal01, 1.7], we get an exact sequence:
W 0 (S, SZ ) −→ W 0 (S) −→ W 0 (SU ) −→ W 1 (S, SZ ).
Taking the filtered inductive limit over the category of closed subschemes of S, and
using additivity in SZ , we get an exact sequence:
ν∗
⊕p6=2 W 0 (S, Sp ) −→ W 0 (S) −−−→ W 0 (SQ ) −→ ⊕p6=2 W 1 (S, Sp ),
where p runs over the odd primes.
Therefore, to get the lemma, it is sufficient to prove that for any odd prime p, the
triangular Witt group W i (S, Sp )[2−1 ] is zero.
Let δ be the dimension function on S such that δ = − codimS (see e.g. [BD17,
§1.1]). From the long exact sequence of Witt groups with support (op. cit., Th. 1.6),
one can build out of the δ-niveau filtration on Sp , as in [BD17, §3.1], and deduce a
converging spectral sequence(18) of the form:
1
Ei,j
= ⊕x∈Sp,(i) W −i−j (S(x) , {x}) =⇒ W −i−j (S, Sp ),

where Sp,(i) denotes the set of points of x such that δ(x) = i. Since S is regular and
defined over Z[1/2], purity (dévissage) for the Witt groups [BW02, Th. 6.1] yields:
(
W (κ(x)) i + j ≡ 0 mod 4
−i−j
W
(S(x) , {x}) =
0
otherwise.
This group is 2-primary torsion as κ(x) has positive characteristic ([Lam05, VIII 3.2
1 1
& 6.15]). In particular Ei,j
[ /2] vanishes and one can conclude.

Remark E.3. — Note that the Witt ring W (k) of a characteristic 2 field is always a
2-torsion ring. In particular, the only obstruction to the above proof to work for an
arbitrary regular scheme S is that Balmer’s theory needs 2 being invertible on OS .
Let us draw the following corollary:
Corollary E.4. — Let S be a regular Z[1/2]-scheme and Λ ⊆ Q such that 2 ∈ Λ× .
(1) If S is in addition semi-local, the Gersten–Witt complex of S (see [BW02]) is
a resolution of W (S).
(2) Points (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.7 hold for S (i.e., without assuming the existence of a base field).
This immediately follows from the previous proposition, as it allows one to reduce to
the case of a Q-scheme and then applies [Bal01, 4.3] for the first point and Theorem 5.7
for the second one.
(18)This construction is nothing else than the version with support of the Gersten–Witt spectral
sequence, whose first version can be found in [BW02].
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Remark E.5. — The Gersten conjecture for the 2-primary Witt ring of excellent
Z[1/2]-schemes was already proved by Jacobson (see [Jac17, 5.3]). Our method gives
an alternative (somewhat trivial!) proof and also extends the result as we do not
need S to be excellent.
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